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Daily Egyptian 
SoutLe:n Illinois Ur.· c"f:"!.y ai Carbor:dale 
Group asks for 
prison inquiry 
By John Walblsy 
StaffWr'ter 
MembP.rs of the PrisC·1erc of 
Conscier,ce requested Thur-
sJay that a t~il'd party in-
\estigate and analyze an 
outbreak of Slcknes~ at t!l~ 
Marion Penitentiary and r.lske 
a determination on t..'le con-
dition of the water being used 
at the prison. 
Ti grcup Ilf~ld 3. press 
conference LO voice concerns 
of alleged inhuma:1e treatment 
of prisoners t>ecause of health 
conditions at the penitentiarj. 
Main concerns of the gr<.up 
are that the water wing used 
at the penitentiary is from 
Crab Orchard Lake - water 
that ~e gr(JUp claims is tainted 
by texie PCB's and possibly 
concentrations of heavy 
me1.als. A!'!oiller conct'r'1 i& 
that there ;<; an ::p:.demk of 
l;liardia iarr.bia, a Pl'rasitic 
disease transmitted U1ri>ugh 
food and water. 
Randy Davis, publi.:-
reJa1i('lns oificer for H.e 
penitentiary, ha~ previously 
claimed the water meets the 
stand::rds set by the gm'er,1-
;ne!1L and that the water is 
tested on a weekly basis. 
Davis could not be reached 
fo' comment Thursday night. 
T'.e Rev. S. Michael 
Y .. sutake said that the 
per>itentiary previously 
aCKilowledged that giardia 
iniected ,;o,.:e of the inmates, 
but he saic: the prison now 
claims the ca:>ef have been 
treat2d. 
Yasutake !.dld officials from 
the Center fo~ Disease Control 
in Atlanl.t carne to the 
penitentiary and reported that 
they found no evidence of an 
epidemic of giardia. 
Lourdes Ll!go of Chicago 
said ~he has visited the prison 
several times to visit her uncle 
Oscar Lopez, who Lugo said is 
in need of medi<!8l treatment. 
Lugo sllid her uncle tested 
positive for giardia three 
mon:11S ago. She said he was 
given medic".tion for one 
J Minority enrollment 
\ decreasing at SIU-C 
\1 By Lisa Miller the University. 
Staff Wmer "Minority enrollment has 
Accordin~ to a report been on the decline .!it S~ 
from the Itllnois Board of for a few years now, PettIt 
HIgher Education, minority sa~d. "These numbers !!lay 
enrollmer:t in Illinois no. seem very lar~e rl~ht 
colleges and universities is now, but put With tile 
on the decline. nurnb4 rs ~ron~ ,the past, they 
The report states that in really ada up. 
the 1987 fall semester Ilt Pett,t said the problem 
SIU-C there were 4,358 w~s successfully recruiting 
minority undergraduate mmontes, as well as 
students enrolled. Bv the keeping them once they 
1988 fall semester there have enrolled. . 
were only 4111 minority "We must look for new 
tondergra'dua'te students ways to .. rec":lit !Di!1ority 
enrolled despite an increase students, Pettltsald: 
in ov~rall undergraduate ~JU .has been reac~g the 
enrollment statewide. mmonty students m the 
At SIU-E, there were 1,374 suburban areas, but there 
minority students (lurin!;; hasn ~ been ml;lch su7cess 
the 1907 fall semester and r~ching the~ III .the muer 
1,353 in the 1988 fa.l CI~ area, Pettit sal~. 
semester, a decline of 21 By. concentratmg on 
studentc;. pubhc :school. systems 
Chancellor Lawrence K. 
Pettit said he was 
"frustrated" with the status 
I of minority enrollment at 
rather than pnvate ones, 
more minority students 
could be reached, Pettit 
See REPORT, Page 5 
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Lourdes Lugo, from Chicago, des..rlbes what she considers 
unfair conditions at Marlon Federal Penitentiary Thursday 
at the Intp.rfaith Cemer. Lugo's uncle Is al'l Inmate at the 
penitent! .y. 
month and then requested 
additional medication about 
one-and-a-half months agt), but 
did not receive it. 
"It's not only from word-of-
mouth of a prisoner that you 
see whether or not their ilealth 
is affected or not," Lugo said_ 
"You see the effects at a visit, 
a drastic weight loss from one 
month to the other, a skin rash 
that leaves scars on the arms, 
inl'lamaUon of the stomach," 
sllesaid. 
See PRISON, Page 5 
Bush sets 
sights on 
Mars visit 
WASHINGTON (UP!) 
President Bush saluted the 
"(jth anniversary of Neil Arm-
strong's first, tentative steps 
on the moen Thursday by 
setting America on a course of 
retwning to the lunar surface 
and rocketing astronauts to 
Mars. 
Sharing the flag-draped 
stage at the National Air and 
Space Museum with Apollo 11 
pioneers Armstrong, Buzz 
Aldrin and Michael Collins, 
See SPACE, Page 5 
GusBocte 
~~ 
Gus says If the U.S. makes 
It to Mars, he wonders If the 
Martians will also want to 
bum the flag. 
Investigators search through 
wreckage of doomed plane 
SIOUX CITY, Iowa (UPI) -
Investigators searched for 
more bodies ThlJrsday and 
examined the wreckage of the 
United Airlines DC-I0 that 
crashed in flames with 293 
people aboard_ One officiai 
said the fan section was gone 
from one engine. 
Jim Burnett. a member of 
the National Transportation 
Safety Board and spokesman 
for crash investigators, said 
the missing fan section was 
thought to be from the tail 
engine of the t.hree-engine 
plane, but would not confirm 
that 
Aircraft piecf:S were found 
miles from Ule site of Wed-
nesday's crash, some as far 
away as 70 miles_ But Burnett 
said the pieces had not h"..en 
matched to the doomed plane, 
and wouldn't say whether the 
fan section was among the 
pieces. 
He also declined to say how a 
missing fan section might have 
played a part in the crash of 
Flight 232, which went down 
See related story 
-Page 15 
with 293 people aboard about 4 
p.m. Wea,"esday just short of 
the runway at the Sioux City 
airport after the pilot radioed 
he had lost hydraulic control of 
the aircraft. 
It was still unclear Thursday 
how many people were killed 
in the fiery crash. In Chicago, 
United released a survivor list 
showL>.g 184 of the 293 people 
aboard the flight survived. But 
a spokesman for Iowa Gov. 
Terry Branstad said there 
were 176 survivors. 
Burnett told a nE.WS con-
ference tha ~ the pilot, A.C. 
Haynes, radioed controllers in 
Minneapolis at 3:16 p.m. 
Wednesday that he had lost the 
No.2 engine - the tail engine. 
He said the pilot first radioed 
he had no control, then radioed 
he had regained some control, 
but later declared an in-flight 
emergency as he fought to 
control the plane. 
He said at 3: 17 p.m. the pilot 
reported he lost hydraulics -
which enable the pilot to 
control the plane_ The pilot 
was directed to fly to Dubuque. 
At 3:20 p.m. he declared an 
emergency and was directed 
toward Sioux City, Burnett 
said. 
The NTSB has 19 in-
vestigators divided into eight 
teams to investigate specific 
areas including the engines, 
aeronautic systems, survivai 
factors, aircraft operation, 
human factors and air traffic 
control, Burnett said. 
He said two groups would be 
formed in Washington, D.C., 
Friday to analyze the two 
flight data recorders, which 
were recovered from the 
wreckage. He said another 
group in San Fran~isco would 
analyze maintenance records 
of the plane. 
Burnett said there was DO 
talk of grounding other DC-lOS 
See PlANE, Page 5 
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•. ()ff~originat music; 
Human Resources faces possible nullification 
..... &ff't:Jge:J; 
. BurrlsCC>risidets:';. 
~.~~ .• e.:~?~i~~'.~! 
SRJ-Cathletes make\ 
Gatevvayhonor.ioU· 
'7$porls jQ ...• 
By Mickl Delhaute McGowen 
SlaffWriter 
The College of Human 
Resources may be abolished 
and its academic programs 
moved to other SIU-C colleges 
if a proposal is approved by 
SIU-C trus tees. 
Benjamin Shepherd, vice 
president for academic affairs 
alld research, said timt the 
college's diminishing size has 
made it "less and less viable 
as a collegial unit." 
Shepherd said tilat no 
program would be 
educationally or economically 
disadvantaged by moving out 
Shepherd said no progra,n would be educationally or 
economically disadvantaged by moving out of 
human resources. 
of human resources. 
Shepherd's dissolution plan 
calls for the Rehabilitation 
Institute, with master of arts 
and master of science degree 
programs in Behavior 
Analysis and Therapy, 
Rehdbilitation Administration 
and SerVices, and 
Rehabilitation to be moved to 
the College of !::ducation. 
A Dodor of Rehabilitation 
degrec prr .'~ram wnuJd also be 
moved to the College of 
Education. 
The Center for the Study of 
Crime, Delinquency and 
Corrp-ctiol'.s. and its bachelor 
and m.dst<!rS degree programs 
in AcmirJst.ration of Justice 
would go to the College of 
Liberal Arts. 
The School of Social Work, 
budget and personnel would 
move to the Office of the 
Associate Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and 
Research. 
Bachelor and masters 
degree programs in social 
w',}rk would go to the Vice 
President for Academic Af-
fairs and Research through 
subordina te officers. 
Black American Studies 
would be moved to the College 
of Liberal Arts_ 
The College of Human 
Resonrces was formed in 1973. 
Eleven urJts were joined into 
one academic col!ege. 
Six baccalaureate degree 
programs were relocated to 
other academic colleges. 
Friday 5-10 PITl 
SEAFOOD BUFFET $9.95* 
Saturday 5-10 pm 
DINNER BUFFET $3.95* 
Sunday 11-8 pm 
ALL DAY BUFFET $3.95* 
.",Bring in This Ad for A Free Soft Drink. 
Z == 1206 S. Wall 457.45lQj 
RYDER. lliE RIGHT TRUCKS. 
TliE RIGHT RATES. 
so MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE. 
CALL ABOUT OUR EAST RYDER RATES. 
ORDER YOUR TRUCK NOW FOR AUG. 
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL 
1817 W. SYCAMORE, CARBONDALE 
PH. 549·4922 
412 E Walnut 
Carbondale 
549-7212 
Sun-Tues 
W:30am-3am 
Wed-Thurs 
lOam-4am 
Fri. Sat 
lOam- 5am 
" ~ TACO 
'BELL. 
we accept phone 
orders for pick-up 
New Dessert .' Cinnamon Twist 
Daily Specials 
Mon. - Burrito Supreme & Small Drink 
Tues. - 2 Taco Suprt!mes & Small Drink 
Wed. - Taco Salad & Small Drink 
Thurs. - Nacho Bellgrande & Small Drink 
Fr. - Taco Salad & Small Orin!. 
Sat. - Steak Fajita & Small Drink 
Sun. - Tacos 49( (unlimited) 
$1.99 
S2.29 
$3.29 
$2.39 
$3.29 
$1.99 
.49 
r---~--------------, I Burnta Supreme & Small Drink I 
I for $1.99 Exp. 9-4-89 I L __________________ J 
Jewelry Repair 
Whil'l You 
Wait 
.Ring Sizing ·Custom Rings 
·Chain Repair 'Loose Diamonds 
·Remount ·We buy gold 
457-7011 
•'l'~ ! .,,,,~~,~: ..••.• rlf •.. " ..•. '.~.\ •••..•...••..... "' ... ' ...... ',> .. :, •. '.•.•.• ~.~ . .•...••. :.• :.': .•••..••..••.. :~ ....••. ::.~.:.~."-•. ,:,.' .•.••..•.••.. :, •. , ••. , •.•• ', •.•.••. :, •. ' • ,'.' ..•.•. -•• ' ..•• , •. ,•.•.•. ', •••.• ' ,"'<""<'::'  '. \-~ ;> """. "," ... '. 14b~W. Main Carbondale 
Attention Registered 
Student Organizations!! 
The Student Center 
Scheduling/Catering Office 
will take RSO requests for 
meeting space and 
solicitation permits for lall 
semester. 1989 beginning 
Monday. July 24th, Requests 
must be made in person by 
authorized scheculing officer 
at the Scheduling/Catering 
Office on the 2nd floor of the 
Sludent Center. 
------~ 
Take your heart 
to court. 
Exercise serves you right. 
'i~AmeriCQn Heart 
"U'" Association 
INET<E FIGHTIl\G Fa< 
L~UFE 
THE DEPf\KfMENT OF THEATEI\& SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
PRESENTS 
5UMMEK PLAYHOUSE 'B9 
PERFORMANCES 
THURSDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY - 8:00 
~'JNDAY - 2:00 MATINEE 
TICKET PRICES: 
ADULT 
SA. CITIZEN OVER 64 
CHILDREN UNDER 12 
S.I.U. STUDENT 
PER SHOW 
$8 
$7 
$6 
$4 
world Ination 
Strikes in Russia spread, 
cost of losses increasing 
MOSCOW (UP!) - Soviet miners' strikes spread across the 
nation's coal belts from above the Arctic Circle to central Asia 
Thursday despite appeals from President Mikhail Gorbachev for 
an end to the stoppages that are costing at least $8 million a day . 
The strikes, the most protracted and wideSpread labor unrest of 
Gorbachev's four yeers of leadership, mushroomed because of 
fears that an acc'lrd reached earlier with Siberian miner'S would 
not cover all regiolis of the COlllltry. 
Chadian president holds talks with Gadhafi 
PARIS (UP!) - Chadian President Hissene Habre left Nd-
jamena Thursday for a 48-hour trip to Bamako, Mali, to meet 
Libyan leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi and discuss their dispute 
over the Ouzou Strip, the Chadian Embassy said. The encounter, 
arranged through the,Orga~tion of African Unity, would be 
the first between the two leaders "since the war between their 
countries over thE; dispute. Malian President Moussa Traore 
currently is president of the OAU. The Chadian Embassy in 
Paris said Traore set up the meeting "in the context of 
resolutions of the Panafrican organization on the Libya-Chad 
territorial difference." Chadian officials said Habre left Nd-
jamena for Bamako Thl.rsday morning. 
Congressmen claim grapefrui~ boycoH unfair 
WASHINGTON ({TPI) - Two Florida congressmen met with 
Korean and Taiwanese officials Thursday, charging that their 
boycott of U.S. grapefruit amounts tv an unfair trade practice. 
The Korean Citizens' Alliance fo!' Consumer Protection recently 
reported the presence of the chemical. Alar in California and 
Florida grapefruit. setting off a Korean and Taiwanese boycott 
The result is that 400,000 (,Mtons of U.S. grapefruit sit on Taipei 
decks and 68,000 cartons are quarantined in Korea. 
Adminlstratiora opposed te needle exchanges 
WASHINGTON, (UP!) - Officials of needle-exchange 
programs intended to stop the spread of AIDS among drug ad-
dicts said Thursday a Bush administration decision to oppose 
their efforts is an exampll! of a "let them die" policy. Health and 
Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan, wbo earlier had 
expressed support for local needle.,exhange efforts, told,i Hoose 
subcommittee Wednesday the administration is now "strongly 
opposed" to needle exchanges. In the programs, drug users are 
given clean needles in exchange for used ones to discouragp. the 
sharing of needles, one of the ways AIDS is spread. 
9S0-pound bomb fitlls ~rom jet, creat(JS scare 
WALDO, Fla. (UPI) - Margie Bowers couin h.:mily believe 
her eyes as she watched a 950-pound bomb that fell from a Navy 
jet hit the ground outside her house and bounce towards her. The 
bomb, which turned out to be a dud. landed about 300 feet from 
Bowers' home Wednesday and skipped directly towards the 
bedroom window where she was watching. How~ver, it struck a 
tree and was deflected over the house and into a field where it 
finally came to a stop. "I'm going to go outside every year and 
kiss that tree," Bowers said. "I made it by the grace of God." 
. state 
Edgar predicts tax increase 
to be continued into 1991 
CHICAGO (UPI) - Secretary of State Jim Edgar, who is 
~~ted to seek the 1990 0>P gubernatorial nomination, says it 
IS likely the temporary mcome tax increase approved by the 
~is~ture last session will be extended in 1991. Edgar Gn an 
mtel'Vlew on WMAQ-AM's "The Reporters") said Thursday the 
alternB:tive to continu!ng the tax hike, which was imposed for two 
years, IS to cut spending. "The Legislature in l:*tl is not going to 
take money away from education and 100'11 governments so 
there's a good chance of it being continued," Edgar predicted. 
The Daily Egyptian has established an ·accuracy desk. If readers spot 
an error they can call 536-3311, extension 233 or 229. 
oaily Egvptian 
(USPS 1159220) 
PubUshed daily In the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratory 
Monday throuJ!h Frtday during the regular semesters and Tuesday 
~hrough Frlaay during summer term by Southern illinois 
Jntverslty. CommurucatioIl5 Building. Carbondale. II .. 
, Edltcrtaland bue'l"'ess OffiCt:5 located In Communications 
8u!Idtng. North Willg. Phone 536-3311. Walter B. Jaehnlg. fiscal 
lfilcer. I 
SubscrtpUon rates are $45 per year or $28 for six months Within 
!te United States and $115 per year or $73 for six months In all 
ra:oelgn countries. 
BOX OFFICE HOURS 
10:00 AM TO 4:30 PM 
MONDAY THRU fRIDAY 
453-3001 WIT ... VAlID SUMNER 1.0. 
~--------------------~----------------------------
• .. Postmaster. Send cbsmge of address to DalJy EgyptIan. Suutbem II ~ UnM:ratty. CarbonciaJe. II 62901. 
Jazz band features unusual 
harmonies, original material 
By Theresa Livingston 
Entertainment Editor 
A syzygy is a pair of op-
posites or an event In 
astrono:ny where two opposing 
points in the orbit of a 
heavenly body are in con-junction with the sun, ac-
cording to Webster's New 
World Dictionary . 
However, at this University 
it's acquired a third deiinition. 
It's now also considered a 
musical term. 
A jazz term, to be more 
precise, for Syzygy is the name 
of Carbondale's newest group, 
which was scheduled to debut 
at Thursday night's Sunset 
Concert. 
However, even though 
Svzygy can be called a jazz 
group, member Michael Kruge 
said that's about as far as the 
claSEification goes. 
"We play some straight 
ahead bebop, but we also 
brar.ch into some ex-
perimental stuff. We are in-
fluenced by music from other 
cultures lind genres, but it's all 
distilled into a jazz idiom," he 
said. 
Kruge, a faculty member of 
the g,eology department, said 
the group first formed in 
March. The name was adopted 
from a composition previously 
written by one of the membe::-s 
in honor of a Syzygy in 1987. 
The group members formed 
their own conjunction, for, 
although the six members had 
previously played together in 
different bands, this effort 
marked the first time the 
musicians had thought about 
playing all original material. 
~==--.... -t".N~';~ concert c .t89 
using their own compositions. 
Bt'Sides Kruge, who plays 
the tenor violin, the group is 
comprised of three music 
faculty members: Bob Allison 
on tn'mpet and flugle horn, 
Harold Miller on bass 1!nd 
Frank Stemper, the Univer-
!:ity's composer-in-residence, 
on piano. Music students Scott 
Oller and Tom Hensold on 
percussion and drums round 
oot the group. 
The group practices 
frequently, ironing out the 
arrangements and the timing. 
Stemper noted that, although 
some of the music is 
technically difficult, ha\ing in-
house composers helped lhiI'.gs 
fall into place. 
"We not only know what's 
written on the page, we know 
how it should be played," he 
said. 
Featuring unusual har-
monies, a lot of original work 
and diverse influencES, the 
group's music may be dif-
ferent than what Carbondale 
audiences are used to, Kruge 
said. 
"It isn't beavily electric or 
programmed. Amplified 
acoustic best describes its 
sound.," be said. 
Allison elaborated on 
Kruge's thoughts, saying the 
group twd a different ap-
LAROMA·S PIZZA 
Weekend Specials 
Friday thru Sunday 
1. ONE 16" 1 ITEM PIZZA 
2 QUARTS PEPSI $8.50 
2. 2 MEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZAS 
2 QUARTS SODA $11 .00 
3. FAl\-HLY PLEASER. ONE 16" 
1 ITEM PIZZA LARGE SALAD 
2 QUARTS PEPSI $10.00 
NOT GOOD WI ANY OTHER SPECIAL 
'DELIVERY' PICK-UP' EAT IN 
529.1344 
~ro~~~~~W 
f!~:t .90 COOR'S EXTRA GOLD 
ii BOTTLES 
1.35 SEAGRAM'S 
1-6 Free Pool 
Saturday 
Midnight Happy Hour 
~ 
Bar Workers Appreciation Night 
proach to perh!"!Jling, as well 
as composing. 
"It's music that requires a 
great deal of thought on the 
IJ.stener's part and a high 
degree of craftsmanship on the 
part of the musician," he said. 
The group has been together 
for a short time, but what lies 
ahead for Syzygy~ Kruge said 
the group hopes to record an 
album at WSTU studios. 
However, although playing 
live is important to the 
members of Syzygy, he said he 
doesn't consider the group a 
"bar band." 
"Ultimately, we'd like to go 
on a tour of Midwestern 
College Campuses. The jazz 
scene there has always been a 
small but extremeiy devoted 
one. The bars are more for 
rock hands," he said. 
He sa.d the group has 
specific goals, not the least of 
which is playiili! a vital part in 
creating a higher regard for 
the entire scope of jall music 
within the area. 
"Carbondale doesn't have 
much of a jazz scene at all. 
We'd like to change that," he 
said. 
Whatever lies ahead for the 
group, Miller said the mem-
bers of the group derive "a 
great satisfaction" from 
playing their own music. 
"If it wasn'Uun, we wouldn't 
do it. Think about it-bow 
~;~ w:kf.~hea:s~J.Y enjoy 
Allison agreed. 
"We play what we want to 
play. We're non-conformists-
we wouldn't do it any other 
way. We're looking for quality, 
notQuanity, in our music." 
Rsh stick 
TM-year-old Robert Eugene CartnaI U, from DeSoto, pretends 
to fish WIth a sHck at the pond in front of MorrIs LibIay. 
Radio show to be held 
Old-time radio will be 
relived at 7:30 p.m. tonight at 
the Sesser Opera House. 
The Heartland Radio Show 
includes songs, skits and 
comedic commercials based 
on the style of radio shows 
beard in the 1930's, '408 and 
'50s a 1d is written, directed 
and hosted by Sean M. Tolley, 
a 15-year-old sophomore from 
Mount Vernon. 
Tolley has written several 
skits such as the "Adventures 
of Harry Sears, Secret Agent," 
and several commercials for 
such things as Minnie's 
Magazines. 
The Heartland Radio Show 
cast consists of Kathleen 
Doherty, John Shaw, Brad 
Zinn, Meleah Peek, Amee 
Mink, Christina Hobbs and 
Tolley. 
AU Films Shown In the Student Center 
Auditorium at 5:15 and 7:15 
ADMISSION $1.00 (Q)Acr~fSN~l; 
ANIMATED 
CLASSICS 
Friday. July 21. 1989 
~ 
~ Watch Ads for each ~ Friday'. Disney Classic 
~""""""'"""II""II"'"'''''''''''"''';~;;"~'~~''~'~"~~''' ................................. "",. 
at the 
Beach Bash on Campus Beach 
This Saturuay, July 22 from 
Noon - 4pm 
Admission: Free to SlUe studeGts with 1D 
& use pennit holders. 
Swimming. Games. PrizCls 
Soft drinks & Sno-cones while they last. 
Live DJ Show from 
This is the Beach P~rty of the Summer 
Brought :;ou by: 
SPC Travd & Recreatiun it .')e Student Rec C';-lIter. 
.:: For more info, ('all '::;:~6-Y1()3 or P: (wkins at 53{1<)53( ext. :i.: 
.llllrlllllllillllllf •• Ililllllllllltllllllllll.IIIIIIIII. Ilill.t.IIIIIIIII.ltlllllllllllilltli,kfl, ,,,t I.lK. 
---.~ .. -- ~-'-•• ~~' ....... ,'. ·-·-·-~-"""")e~~M""~~, ~~~~ '. 
~., ,tt: 0("'- .1l~JIf:~" {liN .t,.".. '( 
Daily Egyptiall 
Opinion & Commentary 
Siudent Editor-in-Chief, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial Page Editor, Daniel 
Wallenberg; Associate Editorial Page Editor, A::cia Hill; Acting Managing 
Editor, Wanda Harris. 
Skateboarders need 
own area to practice 
RAIN OR SHINE, snow or sleet, mail carriers and 
skateboarders share a common trait: Dedication to their 
craft. Mail carriers, however, have a slight advantage. They 
have somewhere to deliver lheir mail. S!;:ateboarders, at 
least those on campus, are not quite as fortunate. 
Campus police are in the process of formulating a policy 
to regulate skateboarding in certain areas of the campus. 
Evidently, complaints about skaters getting in the way, 
colliding with bikes and bodies and creating noise in the 
library area. have taken hold. 
" 
ACCORDING TO Robert Harris, director of University 
Security, people have been hurt as seriously as broken 
bones by skaters. 
We agree that regulations should be made. Bikers are 
restricted; skateboarders should be also. 
The regulations will be enforced beginning this fall. 
Robert Harris, director of SIU-C security,.s{lid he hopes to 
work with the skaters in developing policy. The creation of 
designated skateboard areas is an option he introduced. 
THE RECREATION Center has facilities for several 
activities not considered mainstream: A room for manial 
ans, a special wall for climbing practice and a frisbee golf 
course. These facilities seem to keep students from kicking 
down walls, climbing buildings and breaking windows 
with frisbees. 
Maybe an area for skateboarding would prevent some 
problems. The University should consider providing 
facilities to accommodate skateboarders. 
IN THE MEANTIME, skaters who use their boards for 
transportation on campus should be restricted to certain. 
are:!s. Skateboarding througb a crowd of students at high 
speeds inevitably wiJI cause accidents. Most students are 
hurrying to get from one building to another between 
classes and don't want to dodge skaters on their way. 
Pedestrians have walkways, bikers have paths. 
Skateboarders use both. Pedestrians should enjoy the right 
to wa!k safely on Walkways. 
We support the University Security in their plan to 
regulate skateboarding on campus. 
"George Bush will not qualify as Captain Kirk. He will never be bold 
enough 10 go where no man has gone before." - Rep. Vennis Eckert, 
V-Ohio, said skeptically referring to Bush's proposals for tbe 
future of the country's space program. 
Editorial Policies 
Signed articles, including leiters, \liewpoinls and other commentaries, reflect the 
opinions of their authors only.-· Unsigned editorials represent a consensus 01 !he 
Daily Egyptian Board, whose members are !he student editor-irM:hief, tIM, ediIorlaI 
page editor, the associate editorial page editor, a news SIBil member, the faculty 
managing editor and a School of Journalism faculty member. 
leiters to the editor must be submitted directly to the editorial page editor, Room 
1247, Communications Building. Letters should be typewritten and double 
spaced. AU leiters are subject to editing and wli be Umlled to 500 words. I.efIers 
fewer than 250 word .. will be gi\lef\ preference for publication. Students must 
Identify themsel\les by cIasa and major, faculty nanbers by rank and deparlmenl, 
I1OIWIC8demIc sIBil by position and depaI1menl 
leiters for which llerification of authorship cannot be made will not be published. 
Doonesbury 
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Vague characterization not the issue 
As a female, when I first read 
Mark Beaubien's letter 
announcing that SIU-C had the 
:nost unfriendly female 
population in the nation, I was 
offended - an instinctive 
reaction. 
I was offended because the 
word 'unfriendly' has a negative 
connotation. No woman wants to 
believe that sbe possesses tbat 
quality of blatant disregard for 
tile feelings of others that the 
word seems to encompass. 
As I read on however, I realized 
that what Mr. Beaubien meant to ' 
say was not 'unfriendly,' but 
'uninterested. ' 
I came to this conclusion after 
reading it was only 
conversations with male students 
that Beaubien used for researcb 
in his scientific study. 
Unfriendliness is not a behavicl' 
limited to interaction' with the 
opposite sex. Females can be 
unfriendly to other. females as 
well as to males. 
Neglecting this small fact. 
Beaubien's letter led me to 
believe that friendliness just 
wasn't lite issue. 
Beaubien went on to deduce 
that since the men he talked to 
didn't possess physically 
undesirable traits, "the problem 
must be with the aUitudes of the 
women in general." 
In essence - they look ok. What 
more do you want? 
Viewpoint 
Alicia Hill 
Staff writer 
I'd say it was aratber large 
assumption for Beaubien to 
make. 
Never-tbe-Iess, if what 
Beaubien says is Irue, and as be 
stated, his sentiment is shared by 
the majority of men on cwpus. I 
would like to respond by way of 
advice toward inspiring the 
interest of a female. 
To begin with - don't try. At 
least don't try too bard. This 
seems 10 be the key. 
Trying too bard may also be 
the problem for those who agree 
with Mr. Beaubien. 
Females can generally tell 
what a man's motives are from 
word one. If you're really 
interested in befriending a 
female •. just be yourself -
spontaneous and sincere. 
If you approach a woman with 
rehearsed lines and sleazy 
motives, cbances are she will 
probably be defensive and 
cautious. She should be. 
Consider Larry. the character 
0:1 the television series "Three's 
Company" whose role was to do 
nothing but try to pick up any 
woman he could. I ask you, for 
all of his elaborate attempts, was 
a girl ever once interested in 
him? 
No: And it doesn't take mucb 
to figure out why. Females want 
to be recognized as individuals, 
not just a collective group of hair 
and skin waiting to be pursued by 
men like Lany. 
Tbere's just not much 
interesting about a man who's 
only goal is to find a woman. 
I am not implying that this is 
the only goal of the men wbo 
agree with Mr. Beaubien. I am 
only suggesting that maybe that 
is the impression you are giving: _ 
Just be yourself, pursue your 
own interests and let things 
happen. 
Sometimes females are just 
shy. Sometimes they're afraid of 
being raped. Sometimes they just 
aren't interested. . 
Friendliness often evolves from 
friendship. If friendliness really is 
what Beaubien and those wbo 
agree with him are lookil)g for, I 
suggest that they evaluate their 
behavior, not their appearances, 
before making the assumption 
that the females at SIU-C are so 
annoyingly unfriendly. 
Ultimate goal of society is ,uncon~~9nal. equ?Jity 
The ultimate goal of intelligent, 
civilized people is 10 obtain 
unconditional equality for 
everyone. Acccrdingly, we must 
remember that what applies to 
white people must also apply to 
black people. 
Convezsely, that whicb applies 
to black (excuse me. Afrikao 
American) people lI'ust also 
!fg.'lt;~~ :rbi~ith~;o~~. lh~ 
preceding principles could only 
be construed as discriminatory. 
1berefore, I am now requesting 
that I and all others like me be 
referred to as European-
Americans. A refusal to 
recognize my deep European 
roots coule! severely offend my 
"Caucasoid" beritage and result 
in a aidal wave of misanthropy. 
- Mark Beallbien, graduate 
student in mecbanical 
engineering. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU HOW TO SUIJMIT A LETTER 
TO THE eO'TOR: 
Burris says he might not run rWiN'DOWTi'NTiNG1 
for Democratic nomination I Residential Commercial Vehicle 
CHICAGO (uPIl - Comp- unprecedented fifth term. 
troller Roland Burris said Burris, who has been 
Thursday he was being comptroller since 197::, said he 
pressured to stay out of the will made a decision by Labor 
Democratic gubernatorial Day - and possibly within two 
race and indicated he might do weeks. just that. "I will consider tutting my 
Burris (during a taping of personal desires on old for the 
WBBM-AM's "At Issue") said good of the party," Burris said 
after the taping. "I have to 
that for the good of the party, cc.;nsider that two tough in-
he may forget about d"d ls that' H ti 
challenging Attorney General IV! ua - s ar gan 
Neil Hartigan for the and Burris - clashing heads, 
Democratic nomination. when the Republicans may not 
have a primary, it may create 
Hartigan announced some damage," between 
Tuesday he will seek the Democratic supporters, al'd 
Democratic nomination for lead to them losing the race. 
governor, the first official Burris, the first .black .to I?e 
candida~ in the race. In-. elected to a statewide offl~ m 
cumbent .. Gov .. James" 'Illinois, said be would be 
Thompson . announced. last. _. tQughet . competition for any 
week he would not seek an Republican than Hartigan 
because he has insight on the 
state's key problems. 
"If you have to take on 
Thompson, who buried the 
bodies, I know where the 
bodies are buried," he said, 
adding that leading GOP 
gubernatorial candidate Jim 
Edgar "doesn't know where 
the bodies are buried. " . 
Edgar, IllinllS Secretary of 
State, has not formally an-
nounced his candidacy for' the 
Republican nomination but is 
expected to do so on Aug. 8. 
Burris made it clear that he 
has not completely ruJed out a 
race for governor, saying he 
~:r~:~ ~! ~idug~o~~:~ 
paign pledges of $800,000, of 
which he has collected 
$200,000. 
PLANE, from Page 1----
during the investigation. 
Besides the NTSB, the 
Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration had investigators 
on the scene, as did United, 
engine manufacturer General 
Electric, aircraft manufac-
turer McDonnell Douglas, and 
four aircraft unions. 
Gov. Branstad toured Sioux 
Gateway Airport Thursday, 
where workers were looking 
for more bodies. 
"There's still a lot of them 
out there," said a Sioux City 
police officer patrolling the 
runway perimeter. 
Branstad said he spoke to 
Haynes, a 33-year veteran of 
United. 
"First of all, he was very 
emotional about it," Branstad 
:>aid. "He expressed dismay 
that that many lives were lost. 
Yet, people say be did a 
phenomenal job." • 
Branstad said Haynes told 
him air traffic controllers in 
Sioux City did an outstanding 
job and he also praised rescl'" 
personnel. 
"He was really appreciative.. 
of the rescuers because they 
were trapped in the engine 
compartment of the airplane 
and. had to be pried aut of 
there," Branstad said. 
The rest of the cockpit crew 
- First Officer W.R. Records, 
with United since 1969; and 
Flight Enginer D.J. Dvorak, 
who joined the airline in 1986 -
also survived, a" did the 
plaile's eight flight attendants. 
The plane spent Tuesday 
night in Philildelphia, where it 
received al'OUtine inspection. 
The plane was en route from 
Denver tOI Chicago and 
Philadelphia at the time of the 
crash. 
The 15-year-old wide-body 
jetliner was manufactured by 
the Douglas Aircraft Co. of 
McDonnell . Douglas. Jim 
Reed, a corpOrate spokesman 
in St. Louis, dec1ineQ comment 
Thursday on what might bave 
led to the crash. 
"At this point, everything is 
pure speculation. That's why 
the NTSB team is being put in 
~lace," he said. "Un-
fOrtunately, with something 
like this, the facts are slow in 
coming." 
He said he did not know 
whether the rear ensine might 
bavefailed. 
"I couldn't give you any 
indication whether that's what 
bappened. It's too early at this 
pomt," he said. 
As the pilot tried to make an 
emergency landing, the air-
craft split into three major 
parts and hurtled down the 
runway in flames, cart-
wheeling and rolling and 
leaving some passengers 
upside down when it stopped. 
One survivor, Charles 
Martz, said, "I saw people 
with their clothes torn off. 
They were horribly mangled 
people. There were at least two 
dozen survivors in various 
stages. About two dozen of us 
walked away with just mud 
and shock." 
Another survivor, David 
Lansberger, said that when 
the plane hit the ground and 
began ~ break apart, "I just 
remember thinking, 'This is 
wbatit'slike to die.'" 
SPACE, from Page 1-----
Bush declared, "I'm pr~ing 
a long-range c(lntmuing 
commitment. " 
"First, for the coming 
decade ... space station 
Freedom. And next, for the 
new century, back to the moon, 
back to the future and this time 
back to stay," Busb said. "And 
then a journey into tomorrow, 
a journey to another planet. A 
mann~ mission to Mars. 
"The pathway to the stars 
begins where it did 20 years 
ago with you, the American 
people," he said. 
The Soviet UniOTI is already 
planning to land cosmonauts 
on the red planet. 
Bush called on Vice 
President Dan Quayle, 
chairman of the National 
Space Council, to develop 
specifics but did not set a 
deadline. NASA's plans call for 
the space station to become 
operative by the late 1990s. 
"The time has come to look 
~ondbrime~ters.The 
solar system and yes, the 
permanent settlement of 
space," Bush said. "We must 
commit ourselves to a future 
where Americans and citizens 
of all nations will live and work 
in space." 
Richard Truly, ad-
ministrator of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, said a crash 
program to build a moon 
colony as opposed to the ap-
proach proposed by Bush, 
cuuld cost $100 billion over 10 
years. 
"I don't know what the 
budgets will be, but 1 caP 
assure you that they are aft 
fordable, I believe, in the total 
context and over a long period 
REPORT, from Page 1--
said. Recruitment also 
could be done t.vough social 
organizations that have 
minority members. 
"We can't take the attitude 
that our job begins after 
students graduate from high 
school," Pettit said in press 
conference after a Board of 
Trustees meeting. "We must 
start to reach all student." 
while they are still in high 
school." 
Overall. blaci\ enroilment 
has declined nearly 15 pt: .. cenl 
from 1984 to 1988 in Illinois 
colleges and universities. 
The mHE report stated that 
the number of black professors 
also are on the decline. 
Pettit said all universities 
should have a sufficient 
number of black professors to 
serve as role models to the 
black students. 
bl~'~ke~~~d:n~~ d~?~l=~J:! 
lhe number of black professors 
is do· • ..-n,·, Pettit said. . 
of time," said Truly, a fID'IIler 
shutUe astronaut. 
Truly said NASA is already 
"fighting hard" to keep the 
space station alive in the cost-
conscious Congrers, and House 
Speaker Thomas Foley, D-
Wash., warned, "We need both 
vision and enthusi.asD1 on the 
goal side and responsibility 
:id~.~pecificity on u'<e resource 
Politics, aside, lhe day 
belonged to Apollo 11. 
AtB:56 p.m. onJuly20,I969, 
Armstrong set foot in the Sea 
of Tranquillity with the im-
mortal words, "That's one 
small step for man, one giant 
leap for mankind." 
For that brief moment, the 
people of planet F.arth were 
united as never before 1;,' 
since, witnesses to humaliity's 
arrival on another world. 
PRISON, 
from Page 1-
The group and Lourdes 
contends that the Marion 
penitentiary is being 
used to concentrate 
political prisoners, many 
of whom do not meet 
what the group claims 
are standards for violent 
tendencies or a record; of 
escape attempts. : 
-Privacy for home. business or vehicle 
-Reduces fading 
-Reflects up to 80% of heat 
Also - SUD Roofs 
and Solar Shades 
Call Steve Rishel 
(618) 867-2549 
\ 1// ~ ~ /' of DeSoto 
NOW OPEN 
457-5545 University Mall 
Carbondale, IL Full Carry-Out Menu 
Open Daily at 11 am 
For people with a taste 
for great Italian works of ~rt 
DAILY LUNCHEON & DINNER SPECIALS ., 
• Serving Appetizers, Soups and Sa/ads 
• Sandwiches, Hamburgers & Pizza 
• Steak, Chicken, Veal, Shrimp & Seafood 
• 28 Different Pastas All Made Fresh to your order 
• Full Wine and Liquor Selections 
• Children's Menu Starting at $1.95 ..... 
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Senate kills plan to restrict Bush's talks with PLO 
WASHINGTON (uPIl -
The Senate, under pel"Sonal 
pressure from President Bush, 
voted Thursday !.o kill a plan 
he said could wreck efforts to 
achieve peace in the Middle 
East by virtually barring his 
talks with the Palestine 
Libera tion Organiza tion. 
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., 
said his defeated proposal was 
intended to stop U.S. contacts 
with PLO Chairma.l Vasser 
Arafat - "up to his armpits in 
all kinds of slaughter" - - and 
other "terrorists who have on 
their hands the blooc' of the 
sons and daughters of 
America." 
But Senate Democratic 
leader G£orge Mitchell of 
Maine and Republican leader 
Robert Dole of Kansas, with 
the support of two of Israel's 
strongest allies in L'1e Senate, 
a voided a foreign policy 
embarrassment for Bush by 
uniting to defeat the restrictive 
language. 
"If we want ttl truly help 
Israel, we will not tie the 
president's hands in his search 
for a viable way to achieve 
peace in the Middle East," 
Mitchell said. 
"I do not want to be a party 
to anything stopping the peace 
process in its tracks," Dole 
said. 
The Senate voted 75-23 to kill 
the proposal by Helms and 
theu approved 97-1- with oni, 
Helms in opposition - the 
language endorsed by Bush 
that gives the president the 
diplomatic flexibility and 
political cover to go on with the 
PLO talks in promotion of 
pea~e between Israel and the 
Palestinians living in the 
occupied territories. 
The Heims's language was 
directly aimed at stopping 
further talks between Am-
bassador Robert Pelletreau in 
Tunis with Salah Khalaf, the 
No.2 official in the PLO. 
Khalaf is suspected of being 
a key figure in the massacre of 
Israeli athletes at the 1972 
Munich Olympics and Ilf 
having a role in the 
assassina tion of the U.S. 
ambassador to the Sudan, Cleo 
Noel, in 1973. 
Israel and its powerful 
lobbying organization, the 
American Israel Public Af-
fairs Committee, is pressuring 
the administration to break off 
the tentative talks it opened 
with the PLO after Arafat 
renounced terrorism and 
accepted the existence of the 
Jewish state last year. 
Helms frustrated Bush for 
days with the proposed 
amendment t." the State 
Department authorization bill 
- a measure Bush has already 
said he will veto unless it is 
stripped of other restrictions 
on his foreign policy powers. 
The amendment said Utat 
t.r.ere could be no talks with llie 
PLO "unl.ess and until the 
president certifies to Congress 
that he has determined the 
representative did not directly 
participate in, or CCnlSpire in, 
or was an accessory to, the 
planning or execution of a 
terrorist activity which 
resulted in the death, injury or 
kidnapping of an American 
citizen." . 
"Are we or are we not going 
to reward terrorists and 
terrorism'? " 
Veteran's groups ask Congress to protect the flag 
WASHINGTON (UPIl -
America's major veterans 
groups, armed with a new poll 
and some emotional rhetoric, 
called on Congress Thursday 
to a('t quickly and surely to 
protect the flag from 
desecration. 
But along with the exhor· 
tations from the American 
Legion, Veteran:; of Foreign 
Wars and the Disabled 
American Veterans, a House 
Judiciary subcommittee heard 
a former prisoner of war 
caution lawmakers to not 
M U S C 
Boy Girl Boy Girl,9:30 
tonight and Saturday at 
Hangar 9, 511 S. lllinois. Rock 
'n' roll. $1 cover. 
Jungle Dogs, 9:30 tonight 
and Saturm.; at Gatsby's, 
Campus Shopping Center. 
Rock 'n' rtlE. 
OpeD Jam with Modem Day 
Saints and Jungle Dogs, 9:30 
p.m. Sunday at Gatsby's, 
Cam,lt:s Shopping Center. No 
covel. 
Mercy, 9 p.m. Sunday at 
Pinch PE'nny Pub, 700 E. 
Grand .. Jazz. No cover. 
Tin Pan Alley, 9: 30 tonight at 
P.K.'s, 308 S. Illinois. Rock 'n' 
rolL No cover. 
The Gordons, 7:30 tonight at 
the Egyptian Drive-In, Route 
148 South. Country. Free with 
purchase of $2 movie ticket. 
damage the Constitution 
because of th<: flas issue. A 
Medal of Honor winner urged 
the lawmakers not to rush to 
action because of popular 
pressure. 
Close by, near tho! Supreme 
Court, the atmosphere was 
more raucoU:! as protesters on 
both sides of the issue com-
peted for attention. 
Several House mt!mbers, 
supporters of a constitutional 
amendment to outlaw flag 
desecration, walked to the 
court willi fire extinguishers 
because of speculation that a 
flag would be burned by the 
man whose 1984 flag burning in 
Texas prompted the SU(lreme 
Court's ruling on thl' issue. 
However, there was no flag 
burning or confrontation. 
Inside the Capitol, the main 
question facing most 
lawmakers is not whether to 
try to reverse the high court's 
5-4 decision that flag burning 
as a political protest is 
protected free speech, but 
what route to take. 
President Bush has insisted 
Katby Wright Band, 7:30 p.m. MOVIES: 
Saturday at the Egyptian 
Drive-In, Route 148 South. "When Harry Met Sally," 
Country. Free with purchase (Varsity;R) romantic comedy 
of $2 movie ticket. starring Billy Crystal and Meg 
Jammin' Jeff Anderson Live 
D.J. Show, 8 tonight at Stix, 517 
S. Illinois and 8 p.m. Saturday 
at the American Tap, 518 S. 
Ulinoi;,. No cover. 
Playmaker, 9 tonight and 
Saturday at the Holiday Inn, 
800 E. Main. Top hits. No 
cover. 
Lip-Sync Show, 10:30 p.m. 
Sunday at Two Hearts, 213 E. 
Main. $3 cover. 
Ryan. 
"Robin Hood," (Student 
Center Auditorium;G) 
animated adventure. Shown at 
5:15 and 7:15 tonight only, 
admission $1. 
SPECIAL EVENTS: 
"Finian's Rainbow," 8 
torJght and Saturday, 2 p.m. 
Sunday at McLeod Theatre. 
Admission $8 for adults under 
65, $7 for senior citizens, $6 for 
children under 12, and $4 for 
students with valid 1.0. 
Live D.J. Show, 7 tonight and 
Saturday at Checkers, 760 E. 
Grand. $3 cover for under 21, 
$2 cover for 21 and over. Beach Bash at Campus 
Beach, noon lo4 p.m. Saturday 
Tin Pan Alley, 10 p.m. at Campus Lake. Free to 
Saturday at King's Wok, Route students with valid 1.0. and 
51 South. $2 cover. use permit holders. 
~ VicKoenig 
Chevrolet - Subilru - Geo 
.-----------------, 
I 10.0/0 OFF I 
I I 
I Any purchase in the service dept. Parts & labor I 
I included. Body shop repaLrs not included. I 
I Coupon and lO card required. Exp: 7,31,89 I L _________________ ~ 
The Service Department at Koenig Chevrolet 
understands it's tough to make ends meet while going 
to school. So from 7 .. 19~89 to 7 .. 31 .. 89 just present 
this coupon & your SIU ID card. ~.~ 
VIC KOENIG ~o::'b~n:d,~n 1~1~11!1 Call us 529-1000 or 997S470 
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that a constitutional change is 
needed, although a Dumber of 
lawmakt!rs, mostly 
Democrats, have suggested 
that the flag can be protected 
from desecration simply 
through a new federal law. A 
change in the Constitution, 
many lawmakers argue, could 
begin to erode First Amend-
ment free speech protectior.5. 
However, the American 
Legion and the VFW, two of 
the most vocal groups in the 
f!.ag debate, insisted Thursday 
that a change in the Con-
stitution was required. 
H.F. "Sparky" Gierke, 
Legion national commander, 
said, "We know in our gut that 
this is wrong. " 
Gierke tole! the panel the 
initial results of a Gallup Poll 
done for his organization that 
found 66 percent of those 
surv.eyed favored a con· 
stitutional amendment. 
__ PO 
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Pizza • Subs • Salads 
317 N.lllinois Ave 
Hrs. Sun-Thurs:llam-larn. Fri & Sat llam,3am 
Family Special 
16" Extta Lg. 2 Topping Pizza w/4 bottles ofRC 
$999 
additional toppings $1.25 ea. 
Student Special 
Med. 2 Topping Pizza w/2 bottles ofRC 
$5.95 
additional toppings 75¢ ea. 
Calzone Special 
Two 4 Topping Calzones w/2 bottles of RC 
$7.99 
Call 549-6150 Offer good til: 12-23·89 
We deliver food and video mtlvies. 
Pittston Coal Group refuses 
meeting with mine,workers 
DUFFIELD, Va. <UPl) -
Striking United Mine Workers 
and the Pittston Coal Group 
resumed bargaining Thursday 
for a second day of federally 
mediated t.alks but recessed 
afte,' 80 minutes when the 
company. refused to meet the 
union face-ta-face. 
UMW Vice President Cecil 
Roberts expressed displeasure 
over the company's stance but 
said the union would spend the 
rest of the day drawing a new 
proposal for Friday's session. 
"We think that if progress is 
going to be made in these 
negotiations, we need to sit 
across the table from each 
other," Roberts said. 
Pittston and the UMW were 
brought together by a federal 
judge earlier this week and 
resumE'" formal talks Wed-
nesday. But the two sides 
remain in separate rooms in a 
motel while a federal mediator 
shuttles between them. 
Joe Farrell, a Pittston Co. 
vice president, had no com-
ment on the company's 
decision but said, "I un· 
derstand they <UMWl will 
make a proposal and we look 
forward to tha t." 
UMW President Richard 
Trumka has said he would lead 
the UMW's team at the 
bargaining table if Paul 
Douglas, chairman of The 
Pittston Co., also sat down. 
Douglas refuses. The Pittston 
FRI-SUN 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15 9:15 
MON - THUR 5:15 7:15 9:15 
LICENCE 
ToKIa 
Nt TIMOTHY 
'''''--' DALTON 
~~~'D 
r.1= 
FRI- SUN 1 :304:307:15 9:Q5 
MON. THUA 4:30 7:15 9:45 
"We think that if progress is going to be made 
in these negotiations, we need to sit across 
the table from each other. " 
Coal Group is a subsidiary of 
the Greenwich, Conn.-based 
Pittston Co. 
Pittston Coal Group 
President Michael Odom said 
Thursday both sides need to 
give if the 16-week-old, 
sometimes violent, dispute is 
to be resolved. 
"There's no reason it should 
be a life-or-death struggle for 
either party, if the parties will 
change," Odom said on the 
NBC "Today" show. 
Odom has said the company 
insists on establishing its own 
health care plan and will no 
longer contribute to the UMW 
health and retir ~ment fund set 
up in 1950 to cover union 
retirees throughout the in-
dustry. 
Trumka has said the unicn 
will not abandon its retirees 
and that Pittston's substitute 
plar. will not meet the com-
pany's obligations to pen-
sioned miners. 
The UMW has also scored 
Pittston's effort to enforce an 
8(}.20 health plan that would 
require miners to pay 20 
percent of their health care 
costs. 
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-Cecil Roberts 
Michael Buckner, UMW 
research director, said 
Thursday the health and 
retirement fund is not the only 
issue but "its an emotional 
issue. 
"We want them to ~ulfill 
their obligations and give the 
pensioners the iOO percent 
health benefits they paid for," 
he said. 
Pittston officials have 
suggested the argument over 
pensions is a test to determine 
if the union is willing to shift 
from its earlier bargaining 
position. 
About 1,700 Pittston miners 
in Virginia and West Virginia 
struck Pittston April 5 after 
working without a contract 
since January 1988. 
Pittston is TlC longer part of 
the Bituminous Coal Operators 
Association, which has ap-
proved a national miners 
contract. Although Pittston is 
willing to pay a higher hourly 
wage than BCOA members, 
striking miners are unwilling 
to accept what they cO:JSider 
serious concessions in 
schedulin~ and benefits. 
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Briefs 
THE sm Sci~ce Fiction 
and Fantasy Society will meet 
7:30 p.m. lvionday in the 
Student Center Activit)! Room 
D. New members are 
welcome. 
BRIEFS POLICY -- The 
deadline for Campus Briefs is 
noon two days before 
publication. The briefs must be 
typewritten, and must include 
time, date, place and Sponsor 
of the event and the name and 
tplephone number of the 
person submitting the item. 
Items should be delivered or 
mailed to the Daily Egyptian 
Newsroom, Communications 
Building, Room 1247. A brief 
will be published once and only 
as space allows. 
THE SOCIETY of 
Professional Journalists will 
hold a meeting 2:30 p.m. today 
in the Communications 
Building Room 1246. Anyone 
interested in joining is invited 
toatlto>~ 
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I '2.00 OFF WALT'S LARGE 
. Double Decker or '2.00 off 
Walt's Large Thin & Crisp Pizza 
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993-8668 
or Free Delivery 
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684-5598 
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----------------------------
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Lunch Buffet 
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Free delivery within 5 miles on orders more than $1000 
Ius free (ruit, (delivery $1 00 on order under $1 ()Ill) 
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Dissent hits Solidarity over 
failure to block Jaruzelski 
WARSAW, Poland (UPI) -
A group of Solidarity 
lawmakers said Thursday the 
failure of the mf'Nement to 
block the election of Gen. 
Wojciech Jaruzelski as 
president may result in rank-
and·file defections and a loss of 
credil>ility with its members. 
Jaruzp.lski received 270 votes 
cf the 537 cast by legislators in 
the National AssemLly 
Wednesday during a joint 
session of the new parliament, 
one more than the 269 he 
needed for victory. There were 
233 votes against the Com-
munist Party leader and 34 
iibstentions. Seven votes were 
decklred invalid. 
Members of the Solidarity 
block within parli&ment 
cmnplained Thursday that if 
all its members present had 
voted against Jaruzelski, 
rather than abstaining or 
spoiling their ballots, he would 
have been defeated. 
A total of 18 Solidarity 
legislators abstained with 22~ 
vating against the general. 
Another seven Solidarity 
members defaced their 
ballots, which WE're declared 
invaEd, and one voted :or 
Jaruzel<;ki. Eleven members 
were absent. 
The close margin of victory 
demonstrated Jaruzelski did 
not ha ve solid support from the 
multi-party Communist-led 
government coalition, which 
enjoys a comfortable majority 
in the National Assembly. 
Solidarity has 161 members 
in the Sejm and 98 in the 
Senate, a minority of the total 
members but still the most 
significant opposition in a 
legislative body in the com-
munist world. 
The opposition movement 
that grew from the in-
dependent Solidarity labor 
union in the shipyards of 
Gdansk was allowed under an 
April 5 agreement with the 
communist leaderstip to rur; 
for only a minority of seats in 
460-member lower house of 
parliament, the Sejm, and all 
100 spots in the new Sc."l8te. 
Barbara Labuda, a 
Solidarity deputy from the the 
southwestern city of Wroclaw, 
said there was tension within 
local union ranks over the 
election outcome and the 
failure of Solidarity to band 
together to block it. 
Labuda said Poland has 
experienced its final days of 
"social peace" now that 
Jaruzelski was back in power 
with plans for food price in-
creases and more economic 
austerity. 
"The people may start to 
renounce their membership in 
the union when they have 
become awa!"e that Solidarity 
elected Jaruzelski," warned 
Edward Krasowski, a 
Solidarity deputy who voted 
against the general. 
Stanislaw Bernatowicz, 80, 
was the only Solidairy 
parliamentarian who voted for 
Jaruzelski, a parliamentary 
source said. 
Ryszrad Brzuzy, a deputy 
from the coal-mining center of 
Belchatow, said he was 
quitting Solidarity to protest 
the lack of unity In the 
movement. 
Solidarity parliamentarians 
met to discuss future strategy 
following Jaruzelski's win. 
Jaruzelski outlined his 
agenda for solving Poland's 
economic crisis and his plans 
for a "new democratic order" 
Wednesday to the National 
Assembly moments after his 
election in the the Communist-
dominated legislature. 
Guerrillas massacre 82 villagers 
in upsurge of civil war violence 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa ( UPI> - Right·wing 
guerrillas massacred 82 
villagers in southern 
Mozambique and heavy 
fighting erupted near the 
South African border in an 
upsurge of violence un-
dermining efforts to end a 13-
year·old civil war, state-run 
media reported Thursday. 
The massacre occurred 
Tuesday, a day after President 
Joaquim Chissano announced 
a church delegation acting on 
his behalf had flown to Nairobi 
to meet leaders of the Renamo 
rebels to lay the groundwork 
for peace taiks. 
The Mozambican news 
agency AIM said the Renamo 
guerrillas raided the village of 
Sanguane, about 25 miles north 
of the Indian Ocean coast, 
killing 82 peasants and 
wounding 111 others. 
Twenty rebels were killed by 
security forces in pursuit 
operations, the agency 
reported. 
It was the worst violence 
since July 19, 1987, when 
Renamo guerrillas attacked 
the farming town of Homuine 
in southern Mozambique. 
Estimates of the casualties in 
that attack ranged from at 
least 100 to more than 400. 
Wednesday night, only hours 
altef Chissano held talks with 
Sot:th Africa's ruling party 
leader Frederik de Klerk in 
Maputo, Renamo forces at-
tacked troops of the ruling 
Frelimo party at the town of 
Ressano Garcia, 3 miles inside 
Mozambique, with small arms 
and mortar fire. 
"Dozeru; of people were 
killed," state-rllD South 
African radio reported, 
quoting witnesses at the 
nearby South African town of 
Komatipoort. 
Police said 567 Mozambicans 
escaped to South Africa and 
one villager drowned in the 
Komati river while attempting 
to reach South Africa. 
The timing of the two attacks 
following Chissano's peace 
overtures Monday and his 
Wednesday meeting with De 
Klerk appeared more than a 
coincidence and demonstrated 
the difficulties ahead in ending 
a war that has claimed more 
than 100,000 lives. 
South Africa once actively 
backed Renamo as part of a 
policy to c'estabilize neigh-
boring black-ruled states tt.~t 
supported the outlawed 
African National Congress's 
guerrilla war against minority 
white rule. 
Pretoria insists that its 
support for Renamo ended in 
1984 when the two nations 
signed a non-aggression pact. 
When President Pi':!ter W, 
Botha met Chissano last 
September he reaffirmed 
South Africa's commitment to 
help rebuild the war-ravaged 
nation. 
Foreign military pacts in Cambodia 
renounced by national assemb.ly 
BANGKOK, Thailand (UPI) 
- The Vietnamese-installed 
government of Cambodia has 
renounced all foreign military 
pacts in li statement of 
"permanent neutrality" 
published Thursday. 
The resolution me-de no 
mention of the estimated 50,000 
to 70,000 Vietnamese troops 
still based in Cambodia nor did 
it mention a 25-year treaty of 
friendship and cooperation 
with Vietnam. 
Analysts, however, assumed 
the neutrality statement 
means the abrogation of that 
accord. which includes a 
cia use on defense 
"The statement of the 
C'l.mbodian national assembly 
UII the permanent neutrality is 
guaranteed by the constitution 
of the state of Cambodia and 
comes into effect from now 
on," said an English-language 
text ·of the re,:olution carried 
Pages. Daily Egyptian. July 21,1989 
by the official news agency 
SPK. 
The resolution was passed 
last Thursday by the one-party 
Cambodian assembly as part 
of an effort to improve the 
image of the government 
before peace talks scheduled 
to open in Paris Monday. 
It said Cambodia would 
"refrain from involving itself 
in any alliance or military bloc 
detrimental to the neutrality of 
Cambodia. 
"The state of Cambodia 
shall not allow any military 
bloc to install its bases on 
Cambodia'~ territory," itsaid. 
Vietnam invaded Cambodia 
in 1978, ousted the pr(}-Chinese 
Khmer Rouge government and 
installed the government 
currently headed by Prime 
Minister Hun Sen. 
The Vietnamese troops are 
scheduled to withdraw com-
pletely by the end· of Sep-
tember. 
Hanoi's forces, which once 
numbered about 200,000 men, 
has !.Ieen unable to eliminate a 
three-party resistance 
coalition headed by Prinl.'e 
Norodom Sihanouk. 
The involvement in Cam-
bodia has drained Vietnam's 
meager coffers, deprived the 
economy of desperately 
needed aid and trade, and 
exhausted the patience of the 
Soviet Union. 
In Bangkok Thursday, 
Chinese Deputy Foreign 
Minister Liu Shu Xin met with 
Thai Foreign Minister Siddhi 
Savetsila to discuss an in-
ternational conference on 
Cambodia set to follow the 
four-party Cambodian peace 
talks. 
Siddhi told reporters that 
Thailand and China agreed to 
work for a comprehensive 
solution in Cambodia .. 
"Big Dawgs" eat the 
"BIG ONE" 
for only 
$8.99 
You get a Large .. Cheezy, Deep-Pan or thin Cru!;t 
Pizza with 1 topping, 4 16oz. Bottles of Pepsi and 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY. 
PINCH 
PENNY 
PUB 
"RAJUN CAJUN SATORDfiY' 
3/4Ib. Authentic Cajun CrawfISh 
Served wi Corn On The Cob & Potatoes 
$4.99 
Cajun Marys .......... $1.75 
Hurricanes . ........... $2.25 
Swamp Water Slush . .... $1.50 
SUNDAY 
$4.99 
Lawyers' group finds seatbelt, motorboat faults 
BOSTON CUPIl - Hundreds 
of people are being needlessly 
injured or killed each year by 
government and industry 
failure to require simple safety 
improvements in automobile 
seat belts and boat engines, a 
lawyers' association charged 
Thursday. 
The Institute for Injury 
Reduction called for th;; 
mandatory installation of 
shoulder harnesses on all rear-
seat auto safety belts, and the 
elimination of "windowshade" 
front-seat shoulder harnesses 
that allow excessh ' slack in 
the seatbelts. 
The institute also com-
plained that none I)f the 
motorboat engine" sold 
commercially in the United 
States come with simple 
protective blade guards, and 
that boaters who want to in-
stall one haVE' a very hard time 
finding them. 
The institute, headquartered 
in Dunkirk, Md., made the 
charges as part of this week's 
national conference in Boston 
of the Association of Trial 
Lawyers of America. 
Its complaints follow an 
announcement last month by 
the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, which 
said it would require the rear-
seat shoulder harnesses on all 
new cars within six months. 
NHTSA spokesman Tim 
Hurd said Thursday, however, 
that there is "no indication 
that the windowshade device is 
a problem" responsible for an 
increased ra te of injuries. 
Hurd said the windowshade 
de.-i('c actually has been 
responsible for a dramatic 
increase in the use of safety 
belts, since people ofte~ would 
not wear the belts if they 
rl!Stricted their movement. 
But institute president 
Benjamin Kelley said foreign 
::ars are equipped with a less 
expensive version t1u;t also 
allows the wearer free.dom of 
movement while 
automatically pulling tight 
once the person resumes their 
origirtal sitting position. 
Kelley also said the rear-
seat shoulder harness should 
be required on all existing 
cars, since all cars built since 
1972 have point!' where they 
could be readily installed. 
Both changes, involving the 
rear-seat safety harnesses and 
the elimination of the win-
dowshade device, would cost 
a bout $30 per car for 
automobiles already on the 
road, he Slid. 
The government does not 
keep exact figures on motor 
boat propeller injuries, but the 
institute believes the un-
shielded blades cause hun-
dreds and perhaps thousands 
of injuries each year to 
swimmers and boa ters, some 
fatal and many horribly 
disfiguring or disabling, 
Kelley!>aid. 
In addition, the unguarded 
motor boat engines are a 
leading cause of injury to 
manatees, the large sea-going 
mammals often found off the 
Florida coast, Kelley said. 
Report: Work-related nerve ailments on the rise 
ATLANTA (UPJ) - People 
who use repetitive hand 
movements on the job, such as 
typists and carpenters, in-
creasingly suffer from a nerve 
ailment that causes numbness 
and requires corrective 
surgery in the worst cases, 
federal health. researchers 
said Thursday. 
The national Centers for 
Disease Control, basing its 
conclusions on a study done in 
Santa Clara County, Calif., 
said 47 percent of the rerrted 
. Cases of carpal tunne syn-
drome were work-related. 
"We reaUy don't have good 
data on how o~ten this problem 
occurs, but it appears the 
problem is getting worse," 
said Thomas Matte, a CDC 
medical epidemiologist. "It's 1:1 
combination of carpal tunnel 
syndrome being more common 
and more commonly 
recognized. 
"There certainly is a lot it 
but exactly how much, I don't 
think \\'e can say," he said. 
CTS is a condition caused by 
frequent repetitive or forcef.·l 
nse of the hand or wrist, 
regular tasks requiring 
awkward hand positions and 
regular use of vibrating hand-
held tools. Such uses of the 
band compress and irritate a 
nerve that passes through the 
~o'"rs~:;:~nel in the wrist, the 
"Without intervention, eTS 
can lead to marked discom-
fort, impaired hand function 
Imd disability," the federal 
health agency said. "Workers 
who perform such repetitive 
tasks are at risk for CTS and 
include ganr:.ct workers, 
butchers, grocery checkers, 
electronics assembly workers, 
typists, musicians, packers, 
housekeepers, cooks and 
carpenters. " 
Researchers first began 
Hnking CTS to work-related 
Activists wary about new AIDS drug proposal 
WASHINGTON <uP!) -
Top federal health leaders 
embraced an initiative 
Thursday to widen the 
availability of experimental 
AIDS drugs, but activists said 
the plan must be followed by 
strong action in order to 
succeed. 
Testifying before a 
congressional panel, Assistant 
Health Secretary Dr. James 
Mason said he supported 
suggestions to establish a 
"parallel track" system of 
drug testing to give people 
with AIDS quicker access to 
promising treatments. 
Under such a plan, AIDS 
patients unable to participate 
m government-momtored tests 
required for drug approval 
would receive promiSing 
medicines free while more 
traditional testing continued. 
The government would collect 
safety information about 
patients on the "second 
• track," .. but with less rigorous 
monitoring than during con-
ventior.al drug trials. 
Mason told a Haese Energy 
and Commerce subcommittee 
that he asked the Food and 
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Male Smokers Wanted ••• 
for a study of the pl1ysiolo~1ical and 
psychological effects of cigarEltte smoking. 
We will pay 820,·$140 
for 3 to 6 morning sessions. 
Must be 21-35 years old, 150-190 Ibs. 
Call SIU-C Psych Dept. 536-2301 
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1{il1S5 Wolt 
Saturqay, July 22 
,..--__ -'--'Live Music By ___ ---, 
TUf PArt fillEY I 
Regular hours 4pm·10pm Show stans 10pm-4am 
$2 Cover AlCohol is not sold on premises. 
Located ori Rt. 51 South 549M 7231 
HAM & CHEESE 
$1.49 
Hot or Cold 
Drug Administration to form 
an advisorr, committee to iron 
out details of the Dew 
initiative. The panel will 
report back no later than Aug. 
21, he said. 
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-
Calif., agreed that officials 
must be carei'ul in crafting a 
parallel drug testing system. 
"If it works, it could 
revolutionize Lruj! deveiop-
ment. If it fails, it could cripple 
AIDS research {or some 
time," Waxman said. 
Martin Delaney, co-director 
of Froject Inform, a San 
Francisco AIDS support 
group, called the proposal 
"helpful in t!leory." 
DS 
Now Comes 
T-Birds Time! 
2 ( 
90z Drafts 
3pm-8pm 
injuries in the 1960s, a t' ,i: 
frequency of the condith 's 
been increasing due 
combination of factor. . .~t... 
said. 
"First, the nature of work is 
changing," he said. "We have 
a lot more peoplc in service 
().~cupations, where they are 
using keyboards. There is 
much more automation in the 
work place, so rapid assembly 
line jobs are more common." 
Michelob 
fill Types 
OIJ St.9h~ $4a 
12 packCQns 
PabJt $399 
12 pack CQOS 
'l)EWAR'S 
-~~~~ber $999 
750 ml 
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RAILROAD TIES, LANDSCAPE, 
~~or~ 457·6193. You 
8·2·89 41-UAr183 
:"'~SJarrba~:/C:J:':: 
~~:",rt hou"'in~~178 
~~~~~~~~~\~~~~ 
$225,457-8352. 
8·2·89 4212Ar183 
AIR CONDITIONERS, 5000 BTU 
110'0', $65; 11.000 BTU 11 0'0', 
$165; 18,000 BTU 220'0', $185; 
32,00:> BTU 220'0', $285. 
529·3563 unIil9 pm. 
8-23-89 422?Ar3 
WIlDWOOD /IIlOIlIlf HOME ~ 
oIore. locoled on Gia. 1 Cily Rd. 
:;,:t::o~g;=:~'~~~; balh lobs,'urn. or IcxIory priceo 
and more. 529-5331. 
8·2·89 5555Ar183 
, METAl fOR SKIRTING, .. ding, ana 
ele. Various colon and I>iZ81_1 
Reasonably priced. 529-5505. 
8-2=89 5975Ar183 
!:::;';' iii·l;i-j3~i.:W ~ 
~. • 1 
TOP CDALE 1OCAT'.v.'IS, 1 .. .r. 2 
bdrm lurn. apl,_, no ",,'5_ c,1I 
68<1-4145. _ _ . 
8·2·89 396880183 
DISCOUNT HOUSING 1 and 2 
~~~ ~ic~"~ O~'I=- 't:n 
684-4i45. 
~·,t!re FURN. APTSn~:~~ 
3bd~7t' .,!~O'::,~ 
$360 per mo .• nice 2 helrm in 
M'boro $200 per ;no. C.. 687-
>4577. 
~ PRiCES ON 1 ~ 
apls & hous.8It' fum or unfurn, 
corpeI, air, waIer, in -.. and out, 
~-4608, ~-6956. 
8-21:89 4224801 
CDAlf QUIET EFfiCIENCY !'PI-
Walk 10 campu5, $JOO mo .• inclUde 
u111. 549·4360. fum. 
7·26·82 . 44421!g179 
HICKORY GLADE IN Desolo i. 
worth ..... drive. These well-brp!, :; 
~L..=" 2 bedrooms wilh we""" ;;;;;;;r.r; ~~5I wanly $265 . 
7-21-~ 446780117 ' 
PARK TOWNE FOR prc;t .. lionali. 
2 exlro large bed...,.,.,.., kilchen. 
and dining room. Room II> sr--
Walkou/~,_oIonJgoal 
no exira c!,a,se, $395. One 
bedroom aI $295. 457-3321. 
7-21:89 446680177 ~ .. LS2~.!.!r:l,i:; &::; 
011 ... new co"' .... ~9 .. od pari<ijl' 
=.~l~ing"'$3 5 
Z:2l.:a!'. A.4~ 
AUG. WALK TO campu', .xlra 
~1uN;,;'::'~5.4~"=: 1,3,4 
9-1'&9 595.48010 
• Rt3L 
RENTALS 
Office at: 
501 E. College 
One bedroom 
imd efficiencies. 
Clean, 
VJeli maintained, 
lUi ni:,hed apartments 
457-4422 
549980183 
APfiRTMErtTS 
Dean, qui~ .. walking 
dista..ce to campus. 
1 year lease, no pets. 
Perfecl for prof. or 
grad students. 
.UIIJRM. Unfurnished $275 
·lIIDRM. Furnished $300 
-211ooM UnfumLo;hed $350 
Call Martin Rentals 
at 
457-4803 
afler6 p.m. 
for appointment 
C'DALE, $600 A mo. For ,01. 
!::~~ !'t'"s.oli:r..s7. 
5.438. 
7-25;89 41 89i1b1 78 
FOR RENT 
t BR Apt. $200.00 
2 BR Apt. $260.00 
MobUeHomes 
Starting at $135.00 
Oose to Mall, 
1 1/2 mile from 
RecCenter 
549-8294 
ImpQrlQII1~tCa 
NowLeas1ng 
for 
Summer Ii. Fall 
-HousIng fo,. the 
~dous Student-
Furnished, 
one bedroom 
and eHidendes 
InciadClS: 
Carpet &. Afr 
Laundty fadlfties . 
Water. Trash &. Sewer 
Oean &. Quiet 
No pets 
Shown by 
flppointmClnt 
only 
549-6610 
" 
LXTRA "lICE 4 bdnn, tum hoUM 01 
.,,22 "". Syr::omore. canl. air, 
~~~%~9::0 ';~~~,9"rc'!.i\ 
684·4145. 
8·2·89 43198b183 
C'DAlE, 3 BDRM tum hOuse aI 822 
~g~~~:'~~:-"~ZiX;; 
air, free mowing, no pet). Call 
684·4145. 
8·2·89 A317sb183 
DISCOUNT HOUSING, 2, 3, ana 4 
::hersh:::Jd~~rfr:t~~; 
::'~I :;a.~i:!.: of C'dale Doys 
8·2·89 -1321 sb183 ;!,~ ~~~~':.I: 
dryer window air, fr .. tmwing. no 
r.;':B~oII 684·4145 ... 3188b183 
A BlOCJ(S TO CAMPUS. wen kepi, 
furn., 3 bdrm. 12 mo. lea .. , no 
r.;'-8~29.J076, 684.5~·18b183 
LUXURY HOUSE, 2 Bedroom, 2 
bath, prorenionaJ only, ac,. 
~rt.ij: ;:.I.s~t.,:''''' I mi. 
8·2·89 41 20sbl 83 
NICE 2 8DRM, I 1/2 bCilh, IOfge 
1f..=;,.I~Rl ~~8927 cIeOn, 
§:~ 6OQ2sb183 
BOONIi:S. RURAL SECLUDED. 7 
mi. 10 S1U. 2 bd,," •. apPliances. 
$225. Avai\d,le nowl 549·3850. 
. 7-26-89 597JBbI19 
CARBONDAlf NEAR CEDAR Lalce, 
small Srm hoUM. nic. areo, o;r,. 
ba.emenl, garage, wid. 549·.'867 
~:~A1~ NW. 2 oRlm~I~~, 
~:~~,~c;.lion, IOC. 8 approved. 
7-28·89 5952Bb181 
FURNISHED HOUSE FOR renl. 4 
b.droom., carpeled. 611 W. 
~peIS.457-742~969BbI 
!1~:!En:R~m~~S4~65. '!!li2~ 
672-5681. 
8·2-89 596~183 
CARBONDAlf HOUSE, OlDER 2 
~:; O;::~i.s;;~e::::'h"lt'd. 
Bu •. 549-. '92 or Eve. 457-7692. 
8·2-89 59798b183 
~ ANOTHER 
1 BEDROOM WITri 'Iudy, !'Iuiel 
N.W. neighba,ho"d, a/e, 10'90 
s.hody yard, perieci 'or coupr •• 
!245. 529'2013, 457·819-1, 
549·3973. 
8·28·89 44558b6 
3 BEDROOM NEAR Ihe Rec. 
~anlelivi~d:o::a.:ed ~~i~;g5: 
52r.2013, 457 ·8194, ~9.397J. 
8-28-89 44528b6 
SMAll 2 I\()RM hOUse inside IrailE< 
pori<. dear., quiel, a/c. $240 per 
mo. Call Greg, ~57-3586 or 
529·1539. 
8·29-89 4451sb7 
~u~~';~ ~I\ 2/:,;,~t:: ~rJ 
~1'9 549-6598 eYe •. 42788bl 
4 BDRM, 2 bQih, big room., trom 
~~. ~O?:~. '9tll~g4 E 
~R8'gNDALE, FUR~~~l~lr~ 
a/c, wid, $450 mo. Three single 
women preferred. 457·6538. 
~,t;i~E 3 BDRM, 4=1j~!R?, 
appliance., 1 yr. lea.o, 611 
Owen', $420. PhOne 443·2281. J!:£:l!? . 4478sb183 
C'DAlf, HEAT PUMP, 3 bd,m., 2 
balh. on Emerald Lane. Greol 
$~~~Ji.~kfu9Usl 15, 
7·28·89 5571sb181 
ESCAPE THE NOISE ot campu. 
with a 3 bdrm house. 0.;01 area, 
~29~r!Jt't~39Jo."'ing, S405. 
8· 2·89 55698b 1 g3 
COUNTRY LMNG 2 mile. 8011 01 
C'dale, 2 bdrm, unfum. 529-3581 
or 529·1820. 
7·25·89 447Asb178 
LG 3 BDRM hou.e, quial 
;;I~\:,o':'~jlds ~~ae~:."i:~~ 
~ mo. 529·i622« 549·2702. 
:28·89 5559!lb182 
NICE BIG TWO .Io,y, • or ~ 
tk,dcbi,;,!O~o:pu~,ol~et;l~ 
unfum. 529·3581 or 529·1820. 
8·2·89 5552Bb183 
2 BDRM I-lOUSE. fumiJled, waler 
::r.:' ~~1l1/~t· ~:r.' ;32gg: 
529-1218,549-3930. 
8·2·89 5553BbI83 
FURNISHED HOUSES fOR ,onl, 
~i'w~. CjkJt;.t,fi.16. 
9·1-89 552JBblO 
The D.E. 
Classified 
has it! LOOKI Call 536-3311 
TOP CIDAlE LOCATIONS 
1 BDRMFURN 
Mn 
806 N_ BRIDGE St, 
(duplex) 
806 1/2 N. BRIDGE St. 
(triplex) 
1 BDRM fURN 
Am 
423 W. MONROE 
995 W. 9J!€A' \OnE . 
4BDRMfURN 
~ 
422 W. SYCAMORE 
w/central air and 
washer/dlyer 
3 BDr .. ~ fURN 
~ 
wfwuhcr!dm:r 
317 S. OAKLa.ND 
~22 KENIXlCOIT 
bD[Ury [ffidenck~ . ear campus 
408 S. POPLAR ~ gr;ru and law only 
Also: DISCOUNT HOUSING 
1 Betrm furn apts. 2 miles west of Cdale 
Days Inn 
Absolutely No I'ets 684-4145 
NICE SPACIOUS All brick, energy I 
~~~7t. or 5 bdrm, quiel areo. I 
8·22·89 ,4359sb2 I 
NICE 3 BDRM, 2 balh, 2 co, 
garug8. furn, central Gir, dose to I' 
so;r.;· No pel. 457-~~~'BbI83 
AUG;;, WALK TO <ompu., hlro 
b:l;:;".~::."5.:9~~.1,3,4 
!!·28·89 4434Bb6 I 
I BEDROOM WITH .Iudy, quial 
N.W. neighbo,hood, a/e, large 
,hody ),ard, parlecl for couple~ 
$245. 529-2013, 457·8194, 
549·3973. I 8·28·89 4455ilb6 
3 BDRM AlC, pa,t. tu,n, avail 
t;~3~83~ 5, $425 a monlh'
l 
7·21·89 55J2sbl77 
AlWAYS A GREAT dOOi. We hove 
Ihe be.t 14.BO Ih,ee bedroo .... 
~!:.;ma$~~,:.':.d ;;;te~ i! 
&tween. Weare the COllf>'8llllon'l 
..hucb 529'4444. Pels o~. 
8·2·89 5505sb183 
2. 3, & " BDRM hou •••. AI.o 
,oommole J", big house. CJo... b F 549·5092. 5502Bb177 I 
OR 4 BEDROOM near Rec. I 
Center. Avoilable Aug. 15 for 12 
I =lh •.. 549.3174, plcase leaye 
j 
1).2:79 6013Bbl 
NEAR CAMPUS, NICE 2bdriTi 
I 
~~CJ~o.l:~~r~~ 
~~$400monlh. ~li:~81 
I tt:::!£~!'.~E~=~:l 
EXTRA NICE I AND 2 bdnn.. 12 
and 14 wide., ca!P"'ed, fum, air, 
:";':'18~'t_ ............ or loll, 
8·25-89 -I072Be5 
SUMMER Of fAil 230 Harueman, 
SlU I mile. 2 bdrm, quiet park. IIaI 
roles. 549-8238. 
8'2-89 39588c;83 
~~~i~,:'I& ~~~~ 
or 684·2663. 
~~~~ BDRM lumi~~, 
trees,o/< laurv,lrr foatlies, 'l'!iol. 
~":r..L~~:/"'sI ,.01,;10 
8·2-89 6001 Bel83 
lARGE 3 BEDROOM, 2 bCth> .--
the Roc Center. col 529-4444. 
8-23=!!9 5996&3 
GIANT STEP UP 
IN MOBILE 
HOMEUVING 
2&3 Bedrooms 
at 910 E. Park 
Yu~':.ii.lve: 
·Great New L~tions 
·Storage Building 
'Ughted Parking 
·Sundeck 
~ 
2&3 Bedrooms 
at 714 E. College 
Featuring: 
Central Air 
Cable TV 
Washer/Dryer' 
Close to Call1>US 
Natural Ga3 Efficiency 
~rryNoPets 
457-3321 ~ ~ I 
FOR REJ.JT-Ooseto Campus 
~¥'Arp*ester ~~-"F\esres ~~ tl"tW~"1I Dr. 
4101/2.E.Hester 410E.Hester 4OOW.Oakfl,U SI4N.oakIand 
507 1/2. W. MaIn (bk) 300 N. oakland 400 W. Oak fl. f2 
Z-BEDROOM 4OOW.Oakf3 
S04 S. ASh apt, 1 300 N. Oakland 4-8WROOM 
408 W. Cheny ct. 30(f!~conege 
520 s, Graham 3 .. BEDROOM 305 Crestview 
509 1/2 S. Hays 408W-:<:he""""""frY Ct. S03 S. Hays I 402 1/2 E. Hester 520 S, Graham 511 S, Hays 
~~~ 
305 CrestvIew 
514 N. Oaldand 
I AvailabJe l __ ._. __ . c:~I"~;~~2~i~: Av~ ! 
~·"''''''''''''''/,;.r.#!4:"a.Ir·~~J .".,.~,"" 1-.,.-.. "30« r.4Il'\a~~"' ___ a~"""",,,, 
!G,.;n,B~~ :'~~Io~':~!: 
avail. summer & (all, IoUmmer rotm., 
waler lum. 529-1329. 
8·2·89 4113Be183 
~p~:~~.2 ~tt{~~~i~~O$:1i: C~ 
-157-6033. 
8·21·89 42158c1 
NICE 2 BDRM tUm. Ale, Cb .. b 
~57~2~.mu~ .... No peb. 
8·2·89 -I244BeI83 
fURNISHED 1 8DRM 8.40, I 
person only, no pel', Giani Gty Rd. 
near mall, $120. 549-4344. 
7·21·89 5528BeI77 
AlWAYS A GREAT DEAL We hOVe 
Ihe be.1 14.80 Ihree bed,oom, 
~400 and the c:h«,>pe" I bed,oom 
S 125, and ""erythin~ in beIween. 
We ore the compehlion. Chucks 
529'4444. Pel. ole. 
8·2-89 553IBe183 
PRIVATE LOT. 2 MI. S. No /del., 
~~~ l~lE::a':.~~9.7.tsl 
7·21-89 6019BeI77 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SEnlNG, 2 
bdrm, lurn, ideal lor CDUc68 and 
8~8~ud. No pelS. 549'~95siklO 
GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING 2 
bdrm, quiel pork, ~125 dep., $165 
mo. 12 monih Ieo.a. 549·2401. 
II '·SO 595OBel83 
CrlEAPf::! PRICE AROUND! 2 m. 
N.1rth. 2 bds. $125. $135. Carpel. 
Ai,. Clean! Open now. 549-3850. 
7-26·89 5974B<179 
2 BDRM MOP":U: hOI1184 furniJOed, =.~~~;:u:.J ~ ~~ 
$200 po, manlh. Call Greg, 
549-7254 beIween ~-6 pm. 
7-21-89 4459BeI77 
2 & 3 BDRM. CLEAN, SKIRTING, 
anchors, furnished, and more. 
~;~~~.now. E. pOrk. No pel •. 
8·2-89 5977BcI83 
29 YEARS IN Mobile Home and 
!e:bt ~·I;'r.;, ~-:rJ:::! 
'irst, - Ihen compare. No 
oppo;nlmonl necessary. Reduced 
::::;h::~ ~~'d3 h'!drt: 
homes. Gli""" Mobile aome Po'*. 
~57';:"O~I~mb ,:.:: 
Mobile Home Po,~- do.e /0 
comptl •. RI. 51 Saulh. 
8·2·89 40758c183 
DEEP DISCOUNT fOR Sam .... , 2 
r:OO'. cI;::'lhqu':;::d~ cp~: 
457·3586 or 529·1539. 
8-2·89 5949Be183 
2 BDRM 12 AND 14 wide. furn, 
~\~ ~~,,;, ;:~i,;~~~ :: 
529-3920. 
8·2-89 55778c 183 
~. 
~~~ 
~~~ 
.......-.. u·E.PAiK-
NEW 14' WlDESIII 
211.0CICS EAST OF TOWEIIS. 
QUIET.IIHAD£OWTS 
fURNISHED. AJC. 
NAl\JIIAL GAS. CAlI\.E 1V 
LOCK£DMAlLBOXES. 
WASHHOUSELAUNDaY, 
OWNO UVESON nlEWlSES 
_U&YI.a 
... ,a_n_. 
'29-112. 
4 MI. W. 1-3 BR ""oil mainlained, 
~~oripo'::~lr e6;?~~j, S2:;: 
1873. 
7·21·89 591 58c177 
IDEAl FOR <INGLES! Avoil now 1 
.ummerl IoU' 1 bd,m fum., cleon, 
no pel •. 9 mo. conlrad $ 135 mo_ s~iT~~ ~";n.~~J~!IB2eld:;' 
549-3002 nights. 
~:'~~NT - fURNIS~ig2!";~le 
homes for iummer or fall in 
Roxanne and Glisson Court,. 
Charle. Wallace. r .... '3 Roxanne 
C/. S Hwy 51. 457·7995. 
8·2·89 41598c183 
GRAD STUDENTS 9 miiiih 
~~Ir';.~~ill ~'lur~1. ~~~~';; 
mo. located 1/2 woy between 
~66~t~;'~9~j~2 !~.3. 
7-28·89 ,42828c181 
GOOD CHOICE. 10·12·14 h. 
wide, 2 and 3 bdrm. Prices .. "" 01 
S 125. call 529'4444. 
'·21·89 -I383BeI77 
COUNTRY LMNG 2 mile. ea,1 01 
C'dale, 10.50, a/c, furn. 
529-3581 or 529-1820. 
7·25·89 44758c178 
SMALL 2 8DRM mObile hOme on 
614 W. Willow. Clean, qu;oI, o/c, 
priv. porking, $180. Call Greg, 
j 8€ORooM COUNTRY Iocalion, 
$260, indvdm. heal & water, no 
pel', calhed,aI cei~ng, sljd;og glo» 
~57~ill\~:~~'~~~' 529 -20 13 ,. 
8·2S·89 -I454~ 
O'IE BEDROOM, 6 y ... old,~1 
alec., quiet, carport, hunling ond 
~~a9684.3413. 445680179 
VERY NICE ONE bdrm, no pet., 
walk 10 SIU. 529-5331 ~r 
519·5878. 
7·21-89 555480177 
CARBONDALE BEAUTifUL 2 bdnn, 
!!:e~bed5·. ~:old~;:; b:.t~57~ 
5438. 
8·2·89 597180183 
CARBONDALE, 2 BR . 12 mo. 
Iea.e. 2 mile. Soulh on US 51. No 
pel •. 457·5766. 
8-2·89 596680 183 
2 BR., CARPETED, 90,ag. wilh 
op"ner. 29,41 W. Sun .. t. $475. 
Call 549·2092 alter 6 pm. 
8· 2·89 603' ~e 183 
CARTERVILLE lG. 2 form, 
wionces, ai, carpel, 1 yr. Iea.e, 
~j'b~9 S300. 549'25~23~179 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD LI( e. 2 
~;:;~I'7t;:' !~~J:~: 
5~9·7400. 
8·22·89 6021802 
457·35860.-529·1539. COUNTRY 5ETIlNG 2 bdrm, pm.. 
lt~~OOD HIUS 21~~, ~';;, :~;:r~ r687~..5t2:' 
fum, _age shed, pri:-aIe """'ing 8.1-89 336180182 
and pa!io, qu;et pork, laundry mal, 
E~;:~~o~irsomi~~~~~~ 1il:::::::~:~~§EE;:':::]1 
2 BDRM MOSiLE hOme, carpelOd, I PARTIALLY FURNISHED ROOM, :::.~~&~~~' no pel', own both;n .,.;va'" h,.,me. 1GIchen, 
8·2-89 5557BcI83 ~...:.t,mp..~:"=~";,Q=;~ 
lWOBDRM lAX56 lor,entor sole, person. To slarl .oon. $100 
$160 mo. 15 min f,om campu.. inonihIy ~ndL>d... ulili~ ... ) .,Iu. as.isf ~_~,cJ,.ie4S3-1l21. 55828c182 ~3J~.~.t::~;~"f 
r:==:=::1, ii'~~!1:.~~ 
~,7at.ciin~;1ii"':~'I'~":ct' r~c~~cle<tR~~~, ::.R~'161i1? 
~t:!18'::j~i~~.h 5~-~8~~: ~:t:rr' CoI549-5S~~~~ 
457·8194. PRIVATE fUR"IISHED ROOM oh ~~~M, AlC, untU~:,s~~:, ~r-t:~/~. ':s7~: 
nice, 1 ,..;. E. RI. 13, 12 mo. lOme. 549.2898 
549-6598 ... es. No pel.. I 9·11·89 55108111 
8·2·89 4119BdI83 IGROOMWITHbCiIil.usoolki' & 
~vin9 area enlll air. 15 "';n from 
I~C:'::':,"",::~9E~;;~~'"':"";,I' S'~~!.:d.' ~Iu~_~·.tt;~ 
- _ 8·2·89 601 4Bil !H 
~~:;:~=1l~\ jC::,:,~~~2~!:::]1 
~~::e~W~Ft~~~e~~u~';;e~f I 4 BDRM, I GIRL, 2 GUYS need 1 ~~~ncy, 4 m;. S. 51. 45· mo,e penon. aB uli~1ies ind., $135 
!!:;l.89 424880183 !lSi;"" ,A.'1i1. immedialely. 529· 
~NEW 
lNEaCOY lfIlClU'-' DIIft.IX 
<ksr to Ra-CP!".!t:: 
-$440moJl"""ible 
dbcxxurtlnanUve 
.AVol.i~leAugustlS 
·2f3bedroc>m--2~ 
·AJC.c:eiUngfoltl 
549-4935 
eE~~~ARIAN FEMAJ:~\t:l 
neal. shore Ig. !.">Use, $190 + 1/2 
ulil. 603 W. Pecan, C'dale .. 
457·837,4. 
~~.;.~~S WANTED lo,4~~ 
hcu~.e, carpeting, air, fumiihad. 
~~~{218~S~9~~~' '0 May. 
v Malibo Village """" 
8·2·89 55681>0 183 
2 fEMAlES WANTED lor 3 bdrm 
hotl~et ca~ljna, 'arge rooms, 
!luiel area. fu,no.hed, 9 monlh 
lOose. 529·1218, 549·3930. 
~ 
Now Renting 
for Summer &.. Fall 
Large Townhouse Apts .• 
now offering summer disccunts. 
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes 
12 & 14 wide. with 2 & 3 bedrooms, 
locked mailboxes. next to laundromat, 
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Availahle, 
tI" Call: Debbie 529-4301 A 
HtkooM HOuslf'~cr:~S;f 
land near fred'. Dance Born. CoIl 
312-543·9135 oller 5 p'" 
~ t';~~ GEORGETO~~1~ 
:':":::~m~~8;'od 
8·H!9 553380182 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR lewis 
~1~ prelerred. Cal Ann 01 
MELE IiO(5OiO{W,TE ~~~8~ 
share lraileo- in Co"""""" I am a 
Chrislian, ... oil .. i. fum;shod and 
Y!'Y nice. Rent $75 -"" pi ... fd 
I~. ut;!il;e.. Call Sh.ri. al 
99.-2758. 
6~E89 fEMALE st~ 
:::c~~:v..a .. r ........ 
Z:2Z-iI'! 6Q29!!gI80 
More For Your Rent Dollar 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Lots Available 
• CABLEVISION 
• LAUNDROMAT 
Starting at $155 a month 
Starting at $75 a month 
• FP.EE LAWN SERVICE 
• LOCKED POST 
OFFICE BOXES Fr .. Bus to SIU 
• FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE 
i FqEE Bus 10 S "U. ) • FREE TRASH PICK-UP 
• INOOOR POOL r~ .J/ 
~ 
INDOOR 
POCl 
North Highway 51 
549-3000 
Daily Egyptian. July 21, 1989. Pa~.! 11 
FEW!f GRAD. STUDENT 10 .hare 
"or y ni<.e house iu~1 oUhide of 
lown. S150 mo. & 1/2 ulil. 
536-7555 or 549-7636. 
~U2~ltR~0US 4 8DR5~~~1~ 
~:~ :;r~~,1.:CNlt2/~~ 
for loC. $110 moo, ohar. ul.lilie. 7 
mi. S. of arena. ph. 457-0419. 
8-2-89 5991 i?a183 
FEMALE: $J20/MONTH; 1/2 
uh1iliel' pe!. & H2O bod ok. Quiet 
n.igh{,;;r.hood, Aug. 15_ Call 
457-252" 
8-2-89 6022fls1183 
ROXANNE MOBILE HOME Pari:. 
Quiet ;>arle. 0...- liv", in parle, 
reolOncabl. ratel. laundromat in 
~, L6~'IPJS4~~4m~' 
8-23-8S' '(012Bh3 
WWNCX"lO MOME HC\W! PiJif, 
~;r ~~,.Mi"~:::: 
!'wk, da .. 10 SlU locoied off of E. 
Park 51. on Warren Rd. 529-5331 
or 529·5878. 
~~ACES~8hkll:~: 
:a."'!L~~.~~~ I Mobil. Home Part. 457-23 18 lor 
We 
~ 55. 58h179 
melMm¥(l1 
GOV'T JOBS $16.0,(0 - $59.230 
yr. ". hirira· Cal III 805-687-
600U Exl. R-9501 lor currenl !.dooraI ~ .. _ 
Mu~H DiRECTOR: 1~1~~s;, 
C--rn!':;;'~t,>ciri~~ 
Z:~~,~u&c~ax:! 
... PO Box 8, ea.bandaI., II. 02903 
~7/22/89_ 
flstfscm NEEbrJo1 ~~_n:-><pe~:!et;l":i~ I 
wood and hand I_Is, $6.00-
$12.00 Iv_ (Send "'""" 110 P.O. 
Bax 2602, C'dcI.t. 
7-2~-l!9 4274C1711 
Positions for Fall 
(must have ACT on file) 
Classified Sates Representative 
-Spe\liflb and typing (min. 30 wpm) test given 
-training begins mid-August 
-requires telemarketing skills 
-flexible work blocks (4 hour blocks preferred) 
Advertising Office Assistant 
-1 position: noon-4:30 
-duties Include answering the phone, 
scheduling advertising, assisting walk-In 
customers, coordinating work with sales reps, 
and dummying the nE'wspaper 
Advertising Dispatch Representative 
-afternoon work block from noon-4pm required 
-duties include ejelivering daify proofs to 
advertisers 
-car necessary; will reimburse mileage 
Advertising Sales Representatives 
-juniors and seniors preferred 
-afternoon work block helpful 
-duties include;. selling advertising to new and 
existing accounts and designing and 
implementing advertiSing campaigns 
-car helpful; will reimburse mileage 
Advertising Layout 
-morning 'Nork block required, 15-20 hrs, per 
week 
-dl..<ties include loying out pages and daily I 
advertisem&nts 
Advertising Graphic Artists 
-afternoon work block necessary 
-knowledge of deadlines, typography, color 
sepa:ation & screens helpful. STC commercial 
graphics majors preferred, will consider other 
related majors_ 
Pick up applications at the 
Communications Bldg. Rm 1259 
Deadline: July 26. 1989. 
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COUNSELOR TO PROVIDE serviCe> 
10 runow'?)' and aul 01 conlroi )<>IIlh 
& their famiiies.. Du.ies. include 
counseling. case managemenr, and 
cri,i, inlervenli(.on service,. 
QualiFication. ore a B.A/ in a 
human s.rvi, ... field and 2 y ... 
CIOun .. ~ng experience wilh youlh. 
Send r .. ume. marked 50S 
Coun581or POlition 10, Youth 
~t;~:::t"CZ:~~ 
DeodUne lor applicalions July 25, 
1989. EOE. 
7-21-89 ...... I5Cln 
OPENINGS FOR LPN'S 'ull and 
~~1!!m;-e~:;;~!~3~D~p'h~i 
~~~ih"'tZ;n r.:..~: ~,;;,;ngl 
,E-sy,1L 
44"'~Cl79 
WAITRESSES WANTED, APPLY in 
pe .. on Cuilured Cream" S_ 51 
c'dale. Apply air", 2:00 pm. ' 
8-23·89 5992CJ 
COORDINATOR FOR WEllNESS 
Pn:ogrammi"9 (Special Populalioru 
~::'~u';l;!:Jlli~~ .!':!.r:;. 
01 Carbond . e. Develops anil 
implemen.s · ... .lrhhop., group 
r.,~:r~U~I~O~ 
African American.; Inlernational. 
Ra-Enlry, ond Di50bled >ludenl,; 
R:~r~:~sd~~d~n~~lr:':I~~~!i 
~!v~~~::nPr!;~a:~erp.!:tdl!~ 
leode .. hif' for AID. eilucoUan 
ptogram_ o.velop. wrillen and 
c«mpul.r-bo .. d educolional 
malerial" wril.. newspop.r 
arlicl.s, and d.velop. and 
i:!h;~nr~;:: 
t:i:~_~s~S:: 
heahh or human servic.s lield 
required. Minimum two yean.' 
=~~.~i~~ 
wilh If'''Ciol sluclonl poplIlolio",_ 
~f~~:11 ::dl ~%ies~\::a' 
oommilm ... " 10 w..!IneU philaoaphy. 
Send IetIer 01 ~Iion, ..... me, 
and nom •• adilr .... and phon. 
number oIlhr .. (31 r_-.ceo 10: 
. ~:!,'i~,.!oP~:I~i::.~ ~:~~~ 
Soulh.rn Illinois Univeni~ oi 
Carband<.1.., Carbondale, IMlnois 
6290 I _ Applicalion. musl b. 
;~~~::!,! ~t::.$~,~~ 
Soulhern II!.nais Univenily al 
Carbondal. is an Equal 
C_ ;.,,",,";IyEmp!oyer_ 
~:-? WANTED~R~Jfb 
~)~It6:!als~ili~7.:1 
f ~LlEGE Of ~f.~lh~!~ ~ 
~C:bo~~ 't""::.~'t:;'":,~ '. 
individual ... a.or& .... a. ~a1 
need. proiecl. Re>pOnoib,lili .. 
~= .=:;;._r!nP....7gnal~ CIi~,ondlimited~ 
I""!~ "udenb. ~ui_ 
Include minimum of bachelor" 
:r=~:~=: :7oZ';:; 
::r,;~ ... rvi_~hY. :""it!r r: 
idenlifiedaluil.nls_ ~olary 
compeliliv._ Apply in wriling bY 
July 28, 1 989' 10: Paul Harre, 
A .. odale Deon, ColI.g. 0 
Technic..I eor..., SouIhem Illinois 
~~ ", Carbondale, 
, 116290L 
7-26-89 599,5C179 
Circulafion"Orivers 
needed for fall 
(must have ACT on file) 
HOURS: 2:00 A.M, - 6:00 A.M. 
, approximately: 20 
hours per weel\: 
Application Deadline: 
Fri., July 21 
Pick up applications at the 
Communications Bldg. 
Rm 1259 Dally. Egyptian 
. ALL NlW 1 ~ 3 BEDROOM 
TOWNHOMfS 
cur rarm IIlJUlY IIIIi IN 1/11 
Close to Campus_ 
lOcated at: . 
309, 400, 407 ~ 409, 
SO., S03 W. CoHege 
S07 &.. 509 S. Beverage 
• LIghted Parking • Separate Kitchens:&. Dining 
• 3 levels • Porch &. Balrony 
• Extra Large Bedrooms • Central Air Ii. Heat 
• Extra Storage . 
(at no additional charge) 
.11 • t'l""~5 ., ..... _ 
PREGNAN 
can BI RTH RIGHT-
Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson 
W~I(.~ 0\'. CAl~\t>i I,'; 5 30 I i''''-''-S-£I<-)J'-IPJ-L-tlt-a-\?'''-'IK-C;' 
AHO 'bJ CAt<. SlOt. WE. .15H "'t S'J~5 8AAl:.li uP 1>.1'>0 
J'J""Plt-\\:, l\\£~5 p. \",\51 01£1< ,HE 
WA\£Q. 115 P\:""RTc' ';;IILL. 
tic, "seNL 1o,1>N\<I\\t.~' \X)t\1 
~()\J WJ>.l-I' 10 
5a1\\\5' 
1 l\\O\.G\\'i 1())j "'''-Ill 'iO\J 
W~I'<'i£D 10 GO \:1':,\\11-<1> 
~\r,E GoT 10 G£t \)? £A\l.l~ 
\F '101) WlI.N.i v:::, Oil<.l\ t>.N.~­
\I\\\'lG. c'!I()t-\. W£0IlI.Clt:5 
AU- ~'\ ~\) t ... ", GO. 
'iO.X< F\'S\\\I() ~D 
Bloom County By Berke Breathed 
.--------, 
'Do the Right Thing' protests 
all aspects of, racial prejudice 
By Carrie Pomeroy 
Staff Writer 
Spike Lee's "Do the Right 
Thing" is a roaring siren of a 
fllm, protesting against all racism against Asian im-
forms of racial prejudice. Film migrants, and prejudice 
critics il.lVe f peculated that between blacks, is also 
the film coold L.~"it.~ audiences' depicted in detail. 
to riot, which indicates its One of the film's most ef-
powerful impact. fective sequences shows 
Producer, director, writer various peol11e spouting ugly 
and co-star Lee has created a racist aspersions in a 
vibrant, colorful tapestry that spiralling cycle of hatred. Lee 
literally steams with life The . ..effectively gets across the 
- .:..ting of his film, one block in point that everyone is guilty of 
New York City's Bedford- some kind of racism. 
Stuyvesant neighborhood on The film is practically a 
the hottest day of the summer, crash course in African-
provides a perfect cross- American history, invoking 
section of ethnic city people, many black heroes and 
all of whom come into conflict heroines. The film's initial 
in some way. conflict occurs when Buggin' 
Lee, whose previous credits Out, played with nerve and 
include "She's Gotta Have It" energy by Giancarlo Esposito, 
and "School Daze," plays complains to pizzeria owner 
Mookie, a pizza delivery man Sal that only Italians and no 
who always manages to blacks are featured on his 
sidestep trouble and respon- restaurant's "Wall Of Fame." 
sibility. Compromising with The film, which is informed 
his racially prejudiced Italian- with references to political 
American employer, Sal, while leaders such as Martin Luther 
half-heartedly supporting the King, Malcolm X and Jesse 
activism of his radical black Jackson, and popular heroes 
friends, Mookie never really such as baseball player Jackie 
takes a stand. Robinson, seem to be an 
Taking a stand becomes attempt to build a "Wall Of 
inevitable as racial tensions in Fame" in which blacks can 
the neighborhood build up like take pride. 
a summer storm. "My heroes aren't on a 
One of the film's main postage stamp," the rap group 
strP.ngths is that it depicts Public Enemy states in the 
many aspects of racism. While film's theme son~, "Fight the 
the tragedy of white people's Power." 
prejudice against blacks is the "Do the' Right Thing" is 
main issue in llte film, blacks' definitely an ensemble effort. 
No one actor or act.re£s stands 
out more than another. 
Speaking dialogue that per-
colates with the jazzy rhythms 
of life, the film's energetic, 
youthful cast sometimes shows 
its inexperience, but is usually 
highly convincing. 
Danny Aiello brings Sal to 
life, despite the fact that Lee's 
script often depicts the 
character as little more than a 
caricature of Italian-American 
mannerisms and stereotypes. 
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee 
star as the neighborhood's 
elders, Da Mayor and Mother 
Sis ter, bringing grEa t 
authority, humor and skill to 
their roles. 
"Do the Right Thing" is a 
painful, honest film that forces 
each audience member to 
examine his or her precon-
ceived notions about othe!" 
people. It ends on an am-
bivalent note, closing with a 
quote from Martin Luther 
King that protests against 
violencf! and a quote from 
Malcoim X condoning violence 
in self-defense. . 
The film's pivotal character, 
Radio Raheem, sums up the 
movie's themes when he ex-
plains to Mookie why he wears 
brass knuckles that say "love" 
on his right hand and "hate" 
on his left. 
"The one hand is always 
fighting the other," he says. 
On a note - of hope, he 
speculates that the right hand 
will always come out on top. 
New TV show looking for videos 
Home video buffs now have a 
chance to show their work on a 
local TV station. 
WSIL-TV is looking for home 
video highlights to air on a new 
segment called "Hometown 
Hilites." 
"Hometown Hilites" 
features sporting events of 
local interest that news crews 
can't always get to. It airs 
during the 5 p.m. sports 
segment of News 3. 
"Right now, I air a different 
piece two or three times a 
week, because the series is been a good variety-softball, 
new. Hopefully, in the near go-cart and midget racing, 
future, the idea will catch on cheerleading camps, old-
and I will have a video to air timers basketball, and 
every night. That's our goal," someone even sent video from 
Mark Kiesling, sports director, The Prairie State Games in 
said. Champaign." 
Nearly anything goes-ball 
games, cheerleading camps, To submit a video send the 
golf tournamen~, even a tape, name, return address, 
~:~:r ShK~tinro eV:h!r~\~i~ r~~:ti~~ma~~uta~ge s~~~t ~~ 
everyone. "Hometown Hilites" WSIL-TV 
I'~~'~~:fv~ ~t~~r:i~b:r~~! _. ~2s1~ute~ ~3,·iJartervi~~e;;:!:,~,_. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 
""" 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 , ... , 
17 18 19 
ioo 
[t:."23 .1 L2 n r::: :J24 r:""-' 'J 
25 26 ~7 [::ra 29 30 31 32 
33 1:::Jl' [j 35 
36 37 311 39 
'lJ t,141 1::1 42 
43 44 
I" ....... ...l47 
1J4i 50 
55 
58 
62 
ACROSS 
1 Give in to 
501". nIH to 
10 Wals. linl? 
14 Minor 
"nlnaula 
15 .. · .. nl •• 
Claudio 
lt1 UMmplo,ed 
11 Oppose 
openly 
" K~ndled Ina. 
19 Aganl', land 
20 Tuihinaham 
hh 
23 Mountain lake 
24 Yoko 
25 Bull Nil! 
21 Sue of 
Iolklon 
33 Falana 0' 
"""" :lot Vile OM 
C'5 46 
I: :::1'8 
51 
58 
, 60 
63 
3558 
36 Shipshape 
.&0 Member of the 
'amlly 
41 Begin 
.f2 Hlbemla 
C3 UproIIr 
4S Calm .. down 
47 PHch 
.. Trtlled 
41 Fawner's f."or 
55 Brlman' .trolla 
56 Plumed bk'd 
57 Smooth out 
59 Ag.lna, 
60 Esther at TV 
11 Verne c.pUln 
12 Tableland 
13 Prlnl""s 
mark' 
64 WHI on TV 
S2 
DOWN 
1 10 "'Inv 
2 AWl" frtHJl 
port 
3 PicIl up 
4 Decoy 
5 "No Ex.'t" 
autboc 
/'1 
6 DrUI up 
7 Guthrie 
a Stray 
9 Sholl? 
'0 - the zodl.c 
11 In unison 
12 M .... roll ." 
thII.t. ... 
1:t 51<'" bo1tom 
21 Dtoop 
22 - • c:uatomer 
25_10 
25 Inl"llrity 
V_HI 
21 Pa,,*ttl 
........ t 
57 
61 
64 
I. _>~I 
53 S4 IJ 
58 
211 __ 
30 'Vintaa- lOnG 
3'PI.lnto ... 
32 Ovel1lxu 
:14 One 01 the 
March gin. 
U T ... ! .... ' 
31St_ots 
39 In en-rvo 
4C Paradlu 
45 SaYI :t Igaln 
46 Versa leader 
"Hanly_at 
49 Sludy hard 
SO Groo ... 
5'''-lpl 
In ... -
52 Rrs. name In 
whodunhl 
53 Bird hou •• 
54 A bit 
S5P~of 
Puzzle - ·lswers are on page 14 
machinery 
sa Neither 
pa_ 
re~Ee'J::E1<S 
Oo.,rce-(}!ft.,5 
fRIDAY &... SATURDAY 
ROCK MUSIC/DAriCE MUSIC 
Drink Specials 
Speedrail Pitchers $5.00 
187 ml Osti Spumanti $2.85 
Heineken Mugs $2.95/95¢ Refills 
Buy a mug & use it for Mondays 112 Price drafts 
Monday 
112 Price All Draft & Bottled Beer 
Doors Open 7pm - 7 Days A Week 
760 E. Grand Ave. 457-2259 
£11111-/ ; 
i ~-. t,v ilL ~~ 
Advertising 
on the 
Daily Egyptian 
Cartoon Page 
can get you 
better visibility 
For more info. 
contact your D.E. 
Sales Representative 
at536-3311 
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Danny ec)X hopes for return next year Olympic star 
slams drugs, 
medicocrity 
By Dan O'Neill 
~t. LC'~ls Post· Dispatch 
Months have passed since St. 
Louis pitcher Danny Cox was 
in the news. Shder-slingmg, 
pest-punching, bass-busting, 
camera-crunching, right arm· 
rehabbing Danny Cox. 
R~member him? 
It's been nearly a year since 
Cox gripped the seams in a big-
league game. His last official 
appearance was Aug. 7, 1988. 
He tried pitching this spring, 
but the elhow pain that limited 
him to 13 appearances last 
year resurfaced. The result 
was surgery and goodbye to 
1989. 
Rather, mere was one thing 
left. A dispirited Cox turned 
bad news turn into a bad scene 
when he bowled over a per-
sistent television cameraman 
at the airport. The incidellt 
made newspaper headlines 
and television teasers for days. 
ALRE:\DY S!DELINED. 
Cox became an outlaw. All of it 
seems hazy now. 
The Cardinals, with their 
patchwork pitching staff, have 
managed to stay in the N.L. 
East pennant race. rhe moans 
about missing players have 
faded. Cox is no longer in the 
picture. 
But he's around. He's in the 
clubhouse, making chatter. 
He's on the field, S,18gging fly 
b&lls. He's on the bench. He's 
leading the cheers for his 
teammates. 
"I cheer for the guys 
anyway," Cox said. "When I 
wasn't pitching before, I'd 
always be on the bench 
John. He had a partner, Ron, 
who was down below. John 
asked if we would not like to 
join him in careening off the 
face of this mountP.in hanging 
bya thread. 
I heard myself say, "Sure." 
Before I knew it, I found 
myself harnessed up and 
receiving instructions from 
John. John was the type of guy 
who could say things that 
weren't that funny, but who 
am I to blow against the wind. 
He told you things not to do, by 
giving you examples of people 
who did do them and paid for 
their mistakes. Kind of lJte my 
Mom. 
"See what you're doing there 
with the rope," John said. 
"Bill Parks did that once aild 
now he has to wear a training 
wheel on his right side to keep 
him from walking in circles." 
John was actually a pretty 
good teacher. He kept on in-
sisting that he had not had 
anyone die on him yet, so why 
start now. I concurred. 
As I got to the edge of the 
cliff my spider-sense started 
tingling. Spiderman had a 
spider-sense and it alerted him 
when danger was around. 
My spiti~r-sense was going 
wild It was telling me: "I 
know wnat you're going to do, 
and I'm just going on record as 
saying slop now you idiot." 
Then there's that other voice 
in your head that says to just 
Puzzle answers 
cheering This is no different." 
But tllis has been verv dif-
ferent. • 
"When you've played 
baseball every summt;r of 
your life since you were a kid," 
Cox said, "you say 00 yourself, 
"Why am I not playing?' It's 
always in your mind But you 
just have to live with that. The 
biggest thing I miss is going 
out there every fifth day." 
COX HAS BEGUN to throw 
- every other day for 15 
minutes. He still has numbness 
in two fingers, but his doctor 
has assured him it . will clear 
up. Overall, his arm is starting 
to feel good. 
Danl;;erously good. 
"My arm feels good and I 
say to myself, 'Dan, let me just 
throw one as hard as I can. 
Just one,'" Cox said. "But I 
know the negative things that 
would come from it. I'm not 
going to pitch this year. I just 
have to keep telling myself 
tha t I'm not going to push it. .. 
However, circumstances dre 
trying to tell him otherwise. 
Danny Cox finds it harder to 
listen to Danny Cox. 
"The team is in a pennant 
race and irs tough," Cox said. 
"I think to myself Dl8ybe I 
could make it back and I'd be 
day to day. And then there 
would be a situatioh where I 
would say, 'I'm not feeling too 
good today,' but I'd go out and 
have to get a batter out. I'd 
reach back for something 
extra and the result would be 
disastrous. 
"A STEP AT a time, that's 
the way I have to approach it. 
~ump right off. It's the sc.u1e 
impulse that 1 keep under 
check whenever I see fire 
alarms. My right arm wants to 
reach up and pull the little red 
bugger. I suppress these 
images, but the fact that part 
of me wants to jump is a bit 
unsettling. 
I start walking backwards 
towards the edge with my 
lifeline firmly gripped behind 
my back and I realize that 
there is no turning back. 
I always figured that on your 
first time they send you down 
with an old pro. When I went 
they ::ent my roommate and I 
together - two rookies. 
Larkin scurried down much 
quicker t.han I did, but I didn't 
look down to check. I figured 
tha t he had some dea th wish o!" 
sometbmg. 
I like my life. I stayed on the 
If I want to continue my career 
in baseball, I have to do it this 
way." 
Cal'eer-wise, this lost season 
couldn't have come at a worse 
time. Cox is in the last year of 
his contract and becomes a 
free agent dt the end of the 
season. Another potential free 
agent, Montreal lefthander 
Mark Langston, is expected to 
launch the salary scale to a 
new stratcsphere. With a good 
season, Cox would have been 
in position to ride the financial 
tide. 
But Cox, 29, won't be swayed 
by champagne wishes and 
caviar dreams. He's more of a 
beer-and-barger type anyway. 
At the moment, he is more 
concerned with how well he 
plays than how well he's paid. 
"I feel like I have a lot of 
good years in me," Cox said. 
"I'd love to play here. If they 
want to go With someone else, I 
can understand that. But 1 
know I'm going to pitch next 
year. 
"IT'S TOUGH for me 
because I don't have any 
bargaining power. But if 1 
come back and show them I 
can pitch, I'll have a lot of 
years left. Hopefully, they II 
take that into consideration." 
Cox doesn't just want to be 
back. He wants to be better. 
"I'm working out a lot, 
running and lifting a' lot of 
weights," Cox said. "I want to 
be in the best physical shape I 
can be. 1 can't pitcb, but now I 
can push myself in other 
areas. When I come back, I'll 
be stronger than I've ever 
been." 
first 10 feet over the edge 
talking to Crazy John - he 
liked being called crazy. He 
intr'Jrluced himself as, "I'm 
John, I'm crazy." I kept 
hoping that one of us hadn't 
forgot something. 
As I talked to him I edged 
myself down and before I knew 
it I was 20 feet down. I know 
I'm a wimp, but I walked down 
like Adam West's Batman 
ra ther th'in bouncing down. 
It occurred to me that I was 
to scared to enjoy this. I 
decided to look at something 
other than the square foot area 
around my feet. I glanced 
quic,!ter than a viper's sn.:!P at 
-the foliage. Nice trees. 
I passed Ron on the way 
down in a cave. He was 
preoccupied with something 
and just laughed when he saw 
my brave face. 
~~~~P~:9SA~ 
25to50%off 
Entire Men's & ladies' Inventory 
Running, Walking, Aerobic, 
Basketball, TenniS, Softball, 
Baseball & CrJss Training 
Asies, Tiger, Avia, Converse, Honie, 
New Balance, Saucony 
srtoes ,.( Stuff-
106 S Illinois~ Carr,moalc (ouo" I~om the old traIn de;JOt) 
52'1,'IO'!7. 'rJ. & SJt. 10·7, Sunday 1·5 . 
[.;'l:~~T,,~. rtDE!:iIlIJIIIIIl _______ & 
In a public-relatons sense, 
Cox probably has benefited 
from the sabbatical. The 
cameraman caper was a 
nightmare. }I'ans were upset. 
Cdll-in shows were buzzing. 
The incident painted the 6-
foot-4, 225-pound Cox as a 
hotheadl.'d bully. If he was 
playing, the affair would have 
lingered much longer. 
IN RETROSPECT, it's hard 
to believe the skirmish ever 
took place. A guv wondering 
how Danny Cox is doing these 
days can find out simply by 
asking. Cox is ac-
commodating, down to earth 
and just plain lik..a.ble. 
He is a man of pride and old-
fashioned morals. Cox believes 
in tackling problems head on 
and the airport fiasco still 
gripes him. 
"I'd rather be pitching and 
I'd rather face that," Cox said. 
"That guy ended up !:'uing me. 
To me, that wasn't right. They 
got exactly what they wanted. 
They asked me to apologize 
and I sat down man to Dl8n and 
talked it out with him. And 
when we were done, we shook 
hands and he said everything 
was all right. 
"Tben I turn around and the 
next thing I know, I get a piece 
of paper in the mail saying hellt 
sumg me. That's pretty 
frustrating." 
Now Cox is feeling better, 
making progress and getting 
antsy. 
Scripps Howard News Service 
Down, down, down until 
suddenly the earth was 
beneath my toes. 
Thank you God. 
I yelped. I hugged th~ 
ground. I high-fived my 
roommates. I revelled in my 
accomplishment ali long aLl-
could without annoying the 
other creatures in the woods. 
I went back up the trail and 
did it again. Heck, it's only 175 
feet. I bounced and jumped 
and thoroughly enjoyed myself 
OKLAHOMA CITY 
CUPI> - Lee Evans 
entered the U.S. Olympic 
Hall of Fame Thursday 
railing against the 
"mediocre" athletes who 
resort to drugs to en-
chance perfoCDl8nces. , 
Evans and fellow track 
stars Bobby Morrow and 
the late Mel Sheppard 
were Joined by boxer Joe 
}~~!~is a~~itt~~~J: 
1960 U.S. Olympic hockey 
team in the 1989 class of 
the hall of fame. Also 
inducted was ABC-TV 
executive Roone Arledge, 
who was named in the 
special contributor 
catego~. 
Tbe latest inductees 
were intrO\iuced in a 
ceremony in conjunction 
with the U.S. Olympic 
Festival. 
Evans, who won gold 
medals and set world 
records in the 400-meter 
dash and 1,600-meter 
relay during the 1968 
~~ldP~~ inw~~~~f~~Zd 
steroids in 1970. He 
declined the offer 
"because wby did I need 
them? Even the guy who 
was taking them, I was 
still beating him in 
competition." 
tbistime. 
When we got back to town I 
wondered why there weren't 
banne~8 in the streets 
welcoming us home. I felt 
good.. I want to do it again as 
soon as I can. 
Now repelling will become a 
common~lace ()C(!lJMDCe to 
=ne. It will never be as fun as 
the first time. I am a virgin DO 
more. Now all I need to do is 
stumble acr.JSS a skydiver. 
Friday 
Happy Hoar 
D.). SHOW 
FREE Food BurNt 
Z for 1 Cocktails 
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Laurent Fignon widens his lead in Tour de Franoa 
VILLARD DE LANS, 
France (uPI> - Tour de 
France leader Laurent Fignon 
succE.'eded in a 14-mile 
breakaway Thursday to win 
the 18th stage of cycling's most 
famous race and widen his 
overall lead to 50 seconds. 
Fignon covered the 57-milE! 
sta[le from Bourg d'Oisans to 
Villard de Lans in 2 hours, 31 
minutes, 28 seconds, beating 
his closest rivals, including 
American Greg LeMond, by 24 
seconds. 
"The stage itself wasn't that 
difficult, but it was run at a 
very high rhythm," he said. 
The Frenchman, winner of 
the Tour of Italy, pulled away 
at the peak at Saint Nizier (fP. 
Mouch£"otte, building a lead of 
52 seconds before his pursuers 
r..arrowed the gap. 
A pack ot live Jed by Dut-
chman Steven Rooks pulled to 
withL'l 24 seconds at the finish, 
with Gert-Jan Theunisse of 
Holland third, Marino 
Lejarreta of Spain fourth and 
Sean Kelly of II eland fifth. 
LeMond placed sixth, in the 
group of pursuers, retaining 
second place overall at 50 
seconds behind. 
Spain's Pedro Delgado, the 
Unknown leads in Brit Open 
Wayne Stephens 2 strokes ahead of Trevino, Couples, Azinger 
TROON, Scotland (UP!) -
Little-known Wayne Stepnens 
of Britain surprised the 
world's best golfers with a 
blistering attack of sun-baked 
Roysl Troon Th!.lrsday, car-
~~g f':r:tu~~~~rl~~ t:'o ta~: 
British Open. 
Aided by unusually mild 
w~ther, Stephel1S posted six 
birdies and not a single bogey 
to grab a tw~stroke lead over 
a group of seven that included 
Americans Lee Trevino, Fred 
Coupl~ and Paul Azinger. 
Trevino, who had six birdie.> 
and two bogeys, needed only 
one putt on each of the last five 
holes. 
"I guess it's just that I'm 
playing a lot," Trevino said of 
his putting success. "The 
nerves are good." 
Trevino, who turns 50 in 
December, said the sun-baked 
Royal Troon course suited his 
game. 
"This is the type of golf 
course 1 think I can hold on," 
said Trevino, who faded after 
leading the first rOUP.d of the 
Masters last April. "My ad-
vantage is hitting the low 
bump and run. I can hit as low 
as anybody." 
Couples, who notched five 
birdies, said he wasn't sur-
prised that the light winds and 
sunny weather had not 
(:foduced the predicted low 
scores. 
"There's no wind and there's 
not much rough, but it's like a 
rock out there," said Couples, 
who hasn't won a tournament 
this year. "You've got to earn 
your birdies. " 
Others posting 68 were 
Al:stralia's Wayne Grady, 
Argentina's Eduardo Romero 
and Spain's Jose-Maria 
OIazabal and Miguel Martin. 
Five-time British Open 
champion Tom Watsvn of the 
United States and Australia's 
Greg Norman were in a group 
of eight with 3-under 69s. 
Norman, who has suffered 
from a wrist injury this year, 
~~ ~=-lutting was the key 
"Putting has not been my 
strength of late," he said. "I 
made a few changes, and 1 felt 
confident and felt I was going 
to make putts. I just widened 
my stance a little and kept my 
body a little bit firmer, not so 
much movement, and it 
seemed to work pretty well," 
he said. 
Ireland's Philip Walton also 
finished at 69, along with 
Britain's Brian Mar~hbank, 
Mark James and Derrick 
Coope. and American Steve 
Pate. 
U.S. Open Champion Curtis 
Strange was four shots back of 
Stephens with a 70. 
Strange posted birdies at the 
fourth and sixth and was one-
under par 34 for the front nine. 
Another birdie a t the 11 th -
where a railroad track 
stretches down the right side 
and the out of bounds wall is 
only a few feet from the green 
- momentarily put hjm s-
under. But, Strange took a 
hogey-4 at the 14th before 
parr.ng the final four. 
Strange said the 7,097-yard, 
par·72 Royal Troon course, 
dried-out by montl1S of sun-
shir;e, called for a completely 
different game than rain-
sodden Oak Hill in Rochester, 
N.Y., where he won the U.S. 
Open. 
"Here, the yardage you're 
most cor. .. oerned about is in 
front of the green," Strange 
said. "We're playing short and 
going for the bounce." 
However, he thought the 
conditions would have allowed 
some lower scores. 
"I felt I should have done a 
little better," Strange said. 
"I'm surprised that 
somebody's not 7- or 8-under-
par out there. 
Tom Kite also finished with a 
70, including a triple-bogey 
seven at the 457-yard 15th 
when he 11rove his tee shot out 
of bounds. 
"The front nine was easy, a 
piece of cake," Kite said. "All 
of a sudden I started having a 
little trouble with my dri.'er. 
Browns' owner slams voting block 
MENTOR, Ohio (UP!) -
Cleveland Browns owner Art 
Modell said Thursday the NFL 
is a healthier league now that 
the rift between owners a;>-
pears to be healed, but he 
warned that owners should not 
band together solely to block 
an issue. 
Modell spoke after returning 
from an owners' meeting 
outside Chicago in which the 11 
dissidents who block~ the 
election of Jim Finks as 
commissioner were appeased 
after gaining two spots on the 
search committee. 
Modell was on the original 
six-man committee that 
recommended Finks, but he 
resigned from the committee 
to make room for new mem-
bers. 
"This league cannot function 
with a vating block," Modell 
said as the Browns went 
through their first day of tw~ 
a-day practices under coach 
Bud Carson. "You can't have 
people sit down ana say 'Let's 
get together and say no to 
what's going to happen 
tomorrow.' 
"We've had eight no votes 
over the years, but for diverse 
reasons. Never as part of a 
form of collusion. " 
In an effort to further bridge 
the gap between owners, 
Modell offered to resign his 
role in negotiating the league's 
television contracts, but 
agref'..d to stay on in that role 
only after gaining assurances 
from the 11 owners who 
blocked Finks's election that 
they would not form another 
coalition. 
"I think we made a giant 
step toward breaching the gap 
between the young turks, the 
Chicago lllh, or whatever yo\,; 
want to call them, and the Se)-
called old guard," Modell said. 
"They should be able to flex 
their muscles, they have the 
same vote I do, but it'~ like a 
group boycof < (when they join 
together). 
"It's unh~althy for the 
league. I could come in with a 
television report next March 
and eight of them, you don't 
need 10, eight of them could 
say it's not enough money, we 
want a new committee to go 
out and negotiate a new con· 
tract. Then where are we? 1 
was promised it won't happen. 
I believe it." 
The new search committee 
members are AFC President 
Lamar Hunt of Kansas City 
and NFC President Wellington 
Mara of the Giants, considered 
part of the old-guard faction; 
Minnesota's Mike Lynn and 
Seattle's, Ken Behring, part of 
the dissident faction; and the 
Raiders' Al Davis and 
Washington's John Cooke. 
Although the nomination of 
Finks was blocked, Modell 
believes Finks eventually will 
be nameli to succeed Pete 
Rozelle. 
"I think he's a healthier 
candidate today than he was 
(Wedn"sday) morning," 
Modell said. "I think his 
candidacy is very much alive 
and kicking. (Wednesday) I 
was pretty pessimistic about 
it." 
In the 19808, nine teams have 
been sold, Modell said, and the 
new owners fit a different mold 
than owners such as Modell. 
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,.hape will help the team in the 
rall also. "This will get us a 
little more momentum going 
into the fall. 
New Rugby President Steve 
B~dy could not agree more. 
"ThiS helps us. 1 just hope the 
guys who stayed ,t borne 
aren't just drinkJn« l:.oeen 2nd 
watching basebalL" 
Brady thinks that the team 
has a good shot at a superior 
season in the fall. "All oC are 
guys are returnin$( except one. 
He bMlt, e his oeck. " 
Not mating • diving tackle 
with his face though. Rugger 
Paul Wud burt himself OIl • 
waterslide back home during 
the summer break, according 
to Brady. 
"He went down head first, 
which I guess you're not 
supposed to do," Brady ex-
plained, Even without Ward, 
the tea~ is ranked seeood by 
the ldldwest Rugt>y Union 
goiD,g into the fall. 
1988 winner, was seventh in the 
stage at 33 seconds back. He 
held third place overall but fell 
2: 28 behind Fignon. 
The stage featured three 
major ascents, and was run in 
temperatures in the 80s. 
It was the first stage won by 
Fignon, and the 28-year-old 
Parisian solidified his lead 
with three stages to go. Aware 
of LeMond'~ likely strength in 
the against·the-clock finale' 
Sunday, he had been seeking to 
increase his lead in the Alps, 
On Friday, the 140 riders 
face the next·t~last day in thE.' 
Alps in a 76-mUe stage irom 
Villard de Lans to Aix-Ies-
Bains, which includes four 
diffiCult climbs, including one 
rated in the most difficult 
category. 
IcBA official among 
I ~issing in plane crash 
COLUMBUS, Ohio <uP!) 
- The commissioner of the 
Continental Basketball 
Association was among 
those unaccounted for 
Thursday in the plane crash 
in Sioux City, Iowa, that left 
as m'lny as 117 people 
feared dead. 
Commissioner Jay 
Ramsdell, 25, and Deputy 
Commissioner Jerry 
Schemmel were flying from 
the league's headquarters 
in Denver to Columbus 
aboard United Flight 232 
tha t crashed Wednesday. 
Schemmel was listed as 
one of the survivors but 
Ramsdell was still missing 
Thursday afternoon. 
The 16 CBA owners Said 
they will hold their two-day 
draft despite the crash. 
Schemmel was to return to 
Denver Thursday and miss 
the draft. 
"The crash will have no 
effect on the operations of 
the draft," said Tim Sise, 
general manager of the 
Columbus Horizon. 
"Tonight we're looking at 
some o{ t"e best basketball 
players and to haIt the 
growth of the league is 
sometHng he (Ramsdell) 
wouldn t have wanted. 
"He's spent mucl) of his 
life in the CBA and the 
owners decided it was in his 
best interest that we go 
through with it .. 
Ramsdell served as a 
statistician with the CBA's 
Maine Lumberjacks in 1976. 
A few years la ter he began 
working for the Lum-
berjacks. In 1982, at age 18, 
he left to become the CBA's 
public relations director. 
He was elected deputy 
commissioner under Carl 
Scheer in 1985. He stayed 
until 1987 when Scheer went 
to the Charlotte Hornets of 
the NBA and was repiaced 
by Mike Storn. In 1988, when 
Storn left, Ramsdell was 
named commissioner. 
Four expansion teams 
participated in a lottery to 
determine the order in 
which they will draft. San 
Jose won the No. 1 choice. 
Other expansion ..eams are 
Sioux Falls, Santa Barbara 
and Grand Rapids. 
Omaha won seCond after 
trading witt SiO\.lX'.>F ails , 
which got ~-A'sixth 
position. Thirlt~"ent to 
Santa Barbara,,{ben Grand 
Rapids and Topeka. 
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Venue arguments heard in Rose case 
COLUMBUS, Ohio <uP!) -
Pete Rose's lawyer told a 
federal judge Thursday tt:? 
manager deserves to have his 
case heard in a Cincinnati 
state court in an effort to clear 
himself of gambling 
allegations that could ban him 
~rom baseball. 
But lawyers for Com-
missioner A. Bartlett Giamatti 
said the lawsuit against the 
commissioner requires the 
issue be decided in federal 
court because of Rose's 
enormous popularity in Cin-
cinnati. 
The parties argued for 
nearly two hours before Judge 
From the 
Press Box 
Sean 
Hannig~ 
Rappelling 
just another 
challenge 
I am not afraid of heights. 
I'm afraid of falling. 
Tired from the night before 
and hot, my roommate<> and I 
headed out to Little Grand 
Canyon with one harness, 
some clips, a pair of 
mismatched gloves and a rope 
that my roommate was afraid 
to use until he found out the 
price of a new one. 
We had decided to go 
rapelling. I have never done it 
and neither had my bunky Ted 
Larkin. We were relying on 
Tom Kostka, a veteran of at 
least a dozen jump<-
As we travele<1 down the 
gravel roads to the Canyon 
there as I refused to con-
template exactly what I was 
about to do. Instead, I focused 
on the hair of the dog, so to 
speak. 
I endured their moans about 
the two-mile trek to the edge of 
the bluff as we carried our 
gear. If you have never been to 
the Canyon don't go. It is truly 
a wonder and a bunch of in-
terlopers would spoil the 
srenery. 
We climbed out onto the 
precarious edge of Chalk Bluff 
and sat in silence. Indians. We 
felt like what we imagined the 
Native Americans must have 
felt looking at the raw. beauty 
of nature. 
Then release. I was in-
formed that this was far too 
high for our rope of 125 feet. I 
Judge won't make ruling until at least July 31 
john Holschuh of U.S. District 
COUT.·t. He said he will not rule 
untii at least July 31 whether to 
grant Rose's motion to remand 
the case back to Hamilton 
County Common Pleas Court. 
,. Peter Rose, not-
withstanding thr _ he is a 
legend, is entiUeu to ha"e the 
same legal standards applied 
to him as any individual," said 
Robert Stachler, Rose's 
lawyer. 
Stachler was responding to 
complaints by the com-
missioner that local prejudice 
and bias toward the Cincinnati 
Reds manager would prevent 
a fair verdict in a Cincinnati 
court. 
Stachler said moving the 
case into the federal system 
would place the burden on 
major-league baseball of 
showing there is no possibility 
Rose has a cause of action in 
state court. 
But Louis Hoynes, 
Giamatti's lawyer, said Rose 
is "a local hero, perhaps a first 
citizeu of Cincinnati. Com-
missioner Giamatti is viewed 
suspiciously as a foreigner 
from New York, trapped in an 
ivory tower. " 
Hoynes said the essence of 
the case as been "masked and 
deformed by artful pleading" 
of Rose's lawyers to avoid 
fp.deral jurisdiction. 
Rose has sued Giamatti to 
block a disciplinary hearing, 
claiming the commissioner is 
biased and has prejudged him. 
The hearing, originally 
scheduled for May 25, con-
cerned a 225-page report 
showing Rose wagertd on 
Firemen keep active on rocks 
By Kevin Simpson 
Staff Writer 
For two local firefighters, 
rapelling is not just a job, it's 
also fun. 
For Danny Martin, from 
the Anna Fire Department, 
and Dan Daily, from the 
Wolf Lake department, the 
knowledge and experience 
~elu~~fefr°:S;!M~g ~: 
emergency ever arises. 
Martin said he started 
rapelling so he will be 
prepared if an emergency 
ever occurs involving 
someone stranded or injured 
on a cliff or ridge. "It is 
something more to know 
about if we are ever in this 
kiCld of situation," he said. 
Rapeiling consists of tying 
a rope to a sturdy object 
(something strong enough to 
support the weight of a 
person) and dropping the 
rope ov~ the edge of a cliff. 
The rope is drawn through a 
harness worn by the person 
who descends down the face 
of the bluff. The friction of 
the rope attached to the 
harness is used to control the 
speed of the descent. 
"We come out here (Giant 
City State Park) to train and 
also for the fun of it," Martin 
said .• It's challenging. It'l. a 
rush. Just buckle up and go 
over the top." 
Martin said he estimates 
the height of the bluffs at 95 
feet. He said he is not 
comfortable with heights but 
when he straps on the har-
ness he has nothing to worry 
about. "You just have to 
watch your step on the way 
down." 
"When you back off the 
ridge, it's not any different 
than walking al 'ag the 
Slaff PhoIo by Fernando Felu-MoggI 
Anna firefighter Danny Martin works, and has fun, brushing up 
.,.. his rappelUng skills 'Ne1nesday at GIant CIty State Park. 
ground. You have the rope in 
your hands to control your 
speed and you are constantly 
looking at the rocks, so you 
know where to put your feet. 
As long as you don't look 
dow;} you're all right." 
Daily said he was pretty 
scared his first time down 
the bluff, but he has gained 
more confidence each time 
he tackles the cliff. 
"It's not the fall that would 
hurt. It's the impact," Daily 
jokingly said. 
baseball games, including 
those involving the Reds. Rl)Se 
could be suspended for a vear 
if he bet on baseball games, 
and for lif<- if he wagered on 
the Reds. 
Stachler told Holschuh that 
Giamatti had 1I0t followed 
major-league baseba l!' s 
disciplinary procedures. Af· 
terward, he declined to 
elaborate, saying that would 
have to await argumen~ on 
the merits of Rose's suit. 
"The entire controversy is 
between Peter Rose, a citize!: 
Of. <;:incinn~ti, and Com. 
mISSioner Glamatti, a citizen 
of New York," he said. 
SIU No.2 
in Gate\vay 
honors list 
SIU-C has placed second on 
the Gateway Conference 
Academic Honor Roll with 61 
of its athletes named to the list. 
Illinois State, with 64 
honorees, placed first while 
Western Illinois vias third with 
51. Saluki sports in the 
Gatewav include football and 
all the women's sports. To be 
placed on the honor roll. 
athletes must achieve a 3.2 or 
higher grade point average 
during the 1989 spring 
!<pmester. 
The list of SaInki athletes by 
Gateway sport are: -
'Bask.e,bal.t: CoI.H:en He~ms,eao. Anr" 
Horstman and Cathy Kampwenh. . 
Cross COl nt,y and track: Dana 
Charebebu. Kelley Flynn, Tracy Guenn. 
lisa Jud,scak. Amy Padgett. Christiana 
Philippou. Angela Nunn, Kathleen 
Raske. Lisa Ravetto. Jane Schumacher 
and SIacey Siefert 
Field Hockey: Wendy Darius. Laura 
Duffy. Christine James. Christ,n 
Mastracchio and Julie Mayor 
Fooltlall: Michel Dopud. FreJ Gibson. 
William Jansons. John Manley. Eric 
Mullen, Chartes Neitzel. Douglas Reid, 
James Rung, TIm Sattinger. Jeffrey 
Schermer and Dwayne Summers 
Golf: Peggy Ellsworth and Gina 
Giacone. 
Softball: Cede Darnell. Mary Jo 
Fimbach. Chns Price and Cheryl 
Venorsky. 
Swimming: Michelle Albrecht. Debbie 
Gutteridge. Juhe Hosier. Susan Jasutis. 
Antonia Mahaira. Stefani McClure. 
Laine Owen. Cynthia Owens. Bridgel 
Perris, Allison i~aymond. Pallicia 
Rothenilach, Maribeth Ruder. lJanna 
Schuyten. Nancy Schmidlkofer and 
Annette VonJouanne. 
Tennis: Beth Boardman. Julie 
Burgess. Dana Ch&rebet,u. and 
Michele Toye. 
Vofteyball: Margaret Cooney. Patricis 
Fuelling. Amy Johnson. Terri 
~hu~ehenrich. Susan Sinclair. Karen 
StoweD and Dawn ThomPSOn. ~~~ ~~~n~tn\ :~ 
been ready to risk it all. Too 
bad. 
We wa:r.ed r:>etic on the face 
of the bluff for awhile hiking 
about everyUling from the 
beauty of the larcD to whether 
or not Bruce Lee could have 
defeared Mike Tyson. I picked 
Tyson. 
Rugby to compete in St. Louis tourney 
Then we decided to take tne 
trail int<.> the valley. We got no 
further than 20 feet down the 
laue, when our paths crossed 
with destiny. "A rapeller guy, 
how nice to see you rapeUer 
guy," I said. 
It was like finding out your 
siswr is going to marry D:>n 
King. Fear. 
The rapeller gl'Y'S name v. as 
By Sean HannIgan 
Staff Writer 
The SIU-C Rugby Club heads 
for st. Louis Saturday to 
compete in their second 
tournament of the season and 
to try and improve on their 
r~ord. 
Coach Steve Montez thinks 
tha t th<! team will fare much 
better than it did two weeks 
ago at a tournament in 
Milwaukee, where the ruggers 
won just one out of four 
matches. 
"The things we worked on in 
See ROCKY, Pago 14 practice are not as foreign to 
Page 16, Daily J<:gyptiall, Jllly 21,l!<!l9 
them now that theY've done it 
in a game," Montez said. 
Many of the players had never 
played "sevr'ns" before the 
Milwaukee all'tch he noted. 
Sevens is th€: same game as 
rugby, except that each side 
has seven players instead of 
15. The game, according to 
Montez, was invented so that 
teams could compeoc in the 
summer despite a drought of 
players. 
"We'll only have 11 or 12 
guys going with us. Everyone 
will get a chance to play," he 
said. 
He said it would be a smaller 
tournament with about 12 
teams registered. "I imagine 
all the St. Louis mens clubs 
will be there. Also there will be 
some college :;ides." 
MOiltez said he expects 
Washington University, st. 
Louis University and Missouri 
to have clubs at the tour-
nal;1ent. The Saluki!; r.re in the 
dark about where they will be 
placed in the bracket until they 
arrive at the rugby pitch 
Saturday morning. 
"You get some teams 
dropping out or showing up 
with half a squad. Those teams 
usuaily just combine," Montez 
said. 
He said thinks the team will 
be ready for whoever they 
play. "Some of the guys were 
really suprised at how good of 
shape their in," he said after 
the Milwaukee experience. 
"We've been drilling in 8Q-90 
degree weather all summel. It 
really helped us out. And it's 
supposed to be coo! this 
weekend." 
Montez said he t."inks that 
having a nucleus of players in 
See RUGBY, Page 15 
